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This Interactive Qualifying Project is an experiment project designed to analyze the relationship 
between mathematical test performance and the amount of mathematical practices a student 
undertakes. The proposed hypothesis is that there exists a positive proportional relationship 
between students’ mathematical performance and the amount of practices the students complete. 
The experiment was performed on subjects of middle school students in grade seven and eight 
using Assistment math training and testing system. By analyzing the results obtained from the 
experiment, we found a reliable difference of the performance gains between the control and 
experiment (mastery) groups (Control of 6% and experiment of 21%) [Aggregate Analysis: 
Mean, Page 22]. Based on this significant difference, we argue that students who completed our 
mastery learning process learned much more mathematical knowledge. Also, the effect size of 
the experiment is 0.64 [Aggregate Analysis: Effect Size, Page 25], which indicates the difference 
in performance gains is significant for large population distribution in a practical sense. 
Therefore, we conclude that there does indeed exists a positive proportional relationship between 
students’ mathematical performance and the amount of practices they complete. In other words, 
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Our project employs a system called Assistment. This system was created to help ongoing 
studies aimed at improving the educational techniques provided by institutions for students. The 
Assistment system, founded by Professor Neil Heffernan with the help and collaboration of 
many students at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, was created to provide a medium to implement 
the Mastery Learning technique for middle school students. 
 
The Assistment system has proven to be a very powerful tool in the education of mathematical 
skills of young students. It allows students to solve math problems with tutoring strategies 
designed to guide them through the solving process for that specific type of problems. Teachers 
also have the ability to assess each student’s math skills individually and assign them with more 
mastery practices where the student has difficulties. This allows the teacher to easily track the 
material learned by individual students and distribute specific types of practices to them. 
 
The Assistment problems we created were built using the newest generation of the system.  This 
new version contains an updated builder with the capability to create a variablized problem. 
Variablized templates provide a solution to increase the amount of mathematical problems 






In this project, we analyze the relationship between mathematical test performance and the 
amount of mathematical practices a student must take to master a specific skill using the 
Assistment system. Over the course of the development process, problems were taken from 
various selected MCAS(2001-2007) exams and built into the Assistment system, then deployed 
to several schools in Worcester, MA.  
 
The problems selected from the MCAS were built using the Assistment builder. Once they were 
transferred to the Assistment system, tutoring strategies were created for these problems. Then, 
each of them went through several stages of refinement, which ensured the correctness of the 
problems and the effectiveness of the tutoring strategies. These problems were then used as 
templates for the variablized assistments. 
 
The ability to variablized assistments is very important, because it increases the amount of 
practice problems that could be deployed. In previous years, students would have to create more 
individual assistments. We were able to generate fifty to sixty variations based on each template. 
This provided a larger amount of problems that could be easily deployed to schools, which in 
turn produced a greater amount of data for our experiment. 
 
The experiment separated subject students into two groups, control and mastery, where each 
group was subjected to a pre and post-test. The pre-test was conducted with our tutoring system 
while the post-test without. Students in the mastery group were given additional practice 
problems after the pre-test, which also included tutoring. With each additional practice problem 
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set, students could test out by getting the first problem right without tutoring. Otherwise, they 
were required to continue solving different variations of the same type of problem until they got 
























Effectiveness of Mastery Learning Programs: A Meta-Analysis  
Mastery learning techniques have been applied since the 1920’s but were not widely used until 
the late 1960’s. Two of the most influential contributors, James and Chen-Lin Kulik have 
published many in-depth analyses on similar experiments. In the paper Effectiveness of Mastery 
Learning Programs: A Meta-Analysis, Kulik and Kulik studied two different approaches of 
Mastery Learning which both provided positive results. 
 
Bloom’s Learning for Mastery (LFM) technique requires that the material is teacher presented. 
Students are then required to proceed in these courses at a pace controlled by the teacher. If a 
student fails a unit test they usually receive tutoring help on that unit before moving towards new 
material. Keller’s Personalized System of Instruction (PSI) is similar. Courses using the PSI 
technique were presented through written material. Students in these courses were then expected 
to move through lessons at their own rates. If the student failed a unit test they were required to 
restudy the material and take another test until they were able to demonstrate mastery. 
 
James and Chen-Lin based their results from student performance on final exams given at the 
end of each course. Event-though the effects were higher on locally prepared exams rather than 
on standardized tests, mastery learning provided positive results for both tests. From the 108 
studies conducted in Kulik’s experiment, all but seven studies proved that mastery programs 
displayed the positive effects (Chen-Lin C. Kulik, 1990). In their analysis, they discovered that 
the average effect size in the studies was 0.52 (Chen-Lin C. Kulik, 1990). It was also found that 
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67 of the studies showed very positive effects (Chen-Lin C. Kulik, 1990). In these studies, the 
amount learned by the mastery compared to the control group was significantly large. 
 
During their analysis, Kulik and Kulik also found additional data, which led to additional 
outcomes that were unexpected. They found that the effects of mastery programs were not 
consistent on all students in a course. They concluded that students that received low marks on 
examinations previous to the study were found to have higher gains from the mastery instruction. 
It was also evident that more positive effects were found in courses relating to social sciences 
rather than on math and natural science courses (Chen-Lin C. Kulik, 1990). In conclusion, the 
results provided by Kulik and Kulik’s analysis show that mastery learning can be a successful 
candidate over traditional methods.   
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Cognitive Tutors: Lessons Learned 
 
In 1995, John R.Anderson, Albert T. Corbett, Kenneth R. Koedinger, and Ray Pelletier published 
the article, Cognitive Tutors: Lessons Learned, based on the ten year history of tutor 
development based on advanced computing theory. In the article, the authors reviewed 
production system models in ACT, which were developed at Carnegie Mellon University to 
study how students solved problems in several fields such as geometry and algebra. Although 
previous studies concluded that some students showed significant achievement gains, they were 
able to find that in certain occasions students were learning the same amount of material from 
that of a regular course but in one third of the time.  
 
In the late 1980’s, John R. Anderson invested large amounts of time outlining a mathematical 
approach to cognition. He eventually published the Adaptive Control of Thought (ACT) theory 
which revolutionized computer based tutoring. This theory revolved around three main 
assumptions; procedural-declarative distinction, knowledge compilation and strengthening. 
Using these three assumptions they were able to conclude, “The apparent complexity of learning 
a cognitive skill results from the inherent complexity of the domain being learned. That 
complexity is reflected in the complexity of the rule set that has to be learned, but the learning of 
each production rule is quite simple.” (John R. Anderson, 1995) In other words, if the skill 




Their initial work on tutoring was composed of three different principles; Model, on-path actions 
and off-path actions. The model would have to perform the task in which the student was 
expected to learn. Its main purpose was to be able to produce a set of sequences that would 
represent correct solutions to the given problem. On-path actions represented the course of action 
to take if the student did something correct. If the student was correct, the tutor can simply 
advance to the next section. If the student were incorrect, off-path instructions would be invoked. 
These instructions focused on making sure the student got back on-path, essentially tutoring 
them over what they did wrong and the proper way to approach that part of the problem. 
 
Using this approach, they developed a geometry-tutoring program. After applying this tutor to 
several classes, each one of them reported large achievement gains from the students. J. R. 
Anderson and his group then preformed several regression analyses aimed at attempting to 
predict a students’ performance at a final evaluation exam about proofs. They were able to come 
up with the following equation. (John R. Anderson, 1995)  
  35 + 7.5 * (letter grade in algebra(1=D to 4=A)) 
  + 14 (if the student had access to the computer alone) 
  + 4 (if two students worked in pairs at computer) 
 
Their results demonstrated that if a student had access to the tutor they averaged to get 5 out of 8 
proofs correct (John R. Anderson, 1995). Those who did not have access averaged at around 3 
proofs. Although their paper did not outline any statistical data, it shows that giving a student 





Types of Assistments 
Each assistment contains one or more problems. Problems consist of question, answers and 
tutoring. Answers can be either in the form of multiple choices or open fill-in. There are two 
types of tutoring, hints and scaffolding. Hints are messages that offer guidelines to students on 
how to solve a problem. Scaffolding is a set of sub-problems related to the original one that 
guide students towards the final step by step. 
Assistment can be variablized. The difference between variablized and normal assistments is that 















Building Normal Assistment with scaffolding 
First, text for the problem should be written. It may contain images. Let us look at an example of 



















Building Variablized Assistment with hints 





In this example we are randomizing the scale factor and one of the sides in two similar triangles. 
All other data can be calculated by using this information. Besides numbers, we can also 
variablize texts and images. In order to variablize images we create variable sets that contain a 





These names are going to be included in the location of the image. When creating these variables 





 In this example numbers from “var_1” set are connected with their matching order adjectives in 
“var_2” set. 





Research we conducted involved 80 students from Oak Middle School in Shrewsbury, MA. 
Students were taken from four different 7th grade classes and they were given pre-test. 
Afterwards, two classes were randomly chosen to be in the experiment group, while other two 
represent control group (see Figure 9).  Experiment group was given practice problems. For each 
item on the pre-test they had to do a mastery learning problem set that contained many similar 
problems.  In order to finish the set, they had to either get the first item correct or get three 
correct items in a row afterwards. 
 
Post-test was given to all students about 10 days after pre-test. The number of days varies (See 
Appendix – Data set table).  All results from pre-test, post-test and mastery learning were 
collected and analyzed. 
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Experiment Flow Diagram 
 
The subject unit of our experiment was an entire class of students instead of individual ones. It is 
evident that it would be a much more powerful study if the subject unit was defined as individual 
students and each of them is randomly assigned to one condition. However, due to logistics, we 
decided to only assign an entire class to a condition. It would simply be too resource consuming 
if we had to explain the experiment procedure to each individual student. For instance, 
explaining to half of the class that they needed to complete some amount of mastery learning 










To fully analyze our collected data set in search for evidence to support our initial hypothesis, we 
perform a series of statistical analyses including aggregate analysis, item analysis, data 
resampling and meta-analysis. 
 
We first perform an aggregate analysis to determine the performance gain difference between 
control and mastery groups on the aggregate level, followed by a detailed item analysis to 
investigate the performance gains for each individual assistment item. After this, data resampling 
with bootstrapping procedure is performed to extend our results to large population distribution. 


















Since our goal is to find evidence that supports out hypothesis that practices improve students’ 
mathematical performance, we defined our primary measurement as the performance difference 
percentages of both control and mastery groups. A student’s performance difference percentage 
value is calculated by subtracting the student’s pre-test correctness percentage from his or her 
post-test correctness percentage. A positive percentage difference value indicates performance 
improvements of that particular student. And a negative percentage difference value shows that 













Pre-test balancing analysis 
Before we conduct any statistical analyses, we performed a analysis to check if the pre-test 
correctness percentages of both control and mastery groups are balanced. In other words, we 
need to first check if both groups start from the same level. 
 






The above data is computed based on all data points [Appendix: Data Table]. As the data shows, 
the pre-test correctness percentages of control and mastery groups are relatively balanced. Even 
though the slight advantage of the control group may present a bias factor, the results of the 
analysis is unlikely to be significantly altered. And if the results show that the mastery group 
obtained a higher performance improvement over the control group, this bias factor will even 










In this section, detailed analyses are performed on both control and mastery groups to compare 
the mathematical performance gains of all the students on an aggregate level. Various standard 
statistical analyses are computed including standard deviation, mean, T-Test, effect size and 
median. 
 
We first analyze our data by examining the standard deviation values of the performance gain of 
both control and mastery groups to see how reliable the distribution is in terms of its variability. 
Then, we compute the mean values of the performance gains of both groups to analyze the 
relationship between the performance gains and see if this relationship confirms with our 
hypothesis. Then by using the T-Test, we will attempt to see if there exists a strong difference 
between the performance gains of control and mastery groups. After that, we further examine the 
effect size of the computed mean values to see how strong the relationship is likely to hold for 
large population. And finally, we analyze the median values of the performance gains for both 
groups to obtain a better sense of the relationship if the distribution has a large variability. 
 
With all these standardized statistical analyses, we are attempting to find evidence to support our 
initial hypothesis that there exists a positive relationship between students’ mathematical 







Standard deviation is a statistical measure of variability or dispersion of a data set. A low 
standard deviation value indicates that the data points tend to be very close to the mean value of 
the data set, while a high standard deviation value indicates that the data points are very spread 
out over a large range of values. In addition to analyzing the variability of a data set, standard 
deviation can also be used to measure the confidence interval in statistical conclusions. A low 
standard deviation value implies that the data set has a low variability, which in turn can imply a 
high confidence interval. 
 
By analyzing the standard deviations of the performance gain for both groups, we are able to get 
a sense of the variability of the data distribution as well as a confidence level of the accuracy of 
the distribution. The following is a table showing the standard deviation values of the 
performance gains for both control and mastery groups. 
 
Group Standard Deviation 
Control (4/7) 0.2224 
Mastery (5/6) 0.2094 
Table 2 Control and Mastery Group Standard Deviation 
 
As the data above shows, both control and mastery groups have a very low standard deviation for 
the performance gains. Based on this, we can conclude that the variability of the performance 




In statistical analysis, mean is used to express the average value of a data distribution. The mean 
is the sum of all the data point values divided by the total number of data points. It describes the 
central location of the distribution if it is a normal distribution. If the mean value is 
accommodated with a low standard deviation value, we can conclude that the expected value 
over a large sample of the population should be equal to the mean value of our data set. 
 
In the previous section, we have shown that the variability of the performance gains of both 
control and mastery groups are very low. This allows us to confidently compute the mean values 
of the performance gains for both groups and draw the conclusion that these mean values can be 
used as the expected values of the overall population. 
 
Group Mean 
Control (4/7) 6.29% 
Mastery (5/6) 21.53% 
Table 3 ­ Control and Mastery Group Performance Gain Mean Values 
As the data shows, there is a significant performance gain difference between control and 
mastery groups. The mastery group obtained a much higher performance gain over the control 
group. This means that based on our data set, the results confirm with our hypothesis that the 
students’ mathematical performance increases as they complete more practices. And as stated 
earlier, since our standard deviation values for both groups are low, these mean values can be 
used as the expected values for the entire population. We can conclude here, that there does exist 
a positive proportional relationship between students’ mathematical performance and the amount 




T-Test is a statistical analysis performed under the assumption that the null hypothesis is true. It 
is usually applied when the sample data set is assumed to be normally distributed with a small 
sample size. To perform the t-test, a p value is computed and compared to a chosen threshold 
value usually 0.05. If the p value is below the chosen threshold value, then the null hypothesis 
can be safely rejected. 
 
In our case, the null hypothesis is that there does not exist a reliable performance gain difference 
between the control and mastery groups. The alternative hypothesis is that there does exist a 
reliable performance gain difference between the control and mastery groups. And we use the 
commonly used 0.05 as our threshold value. The following is the computed p value. 
 
P = 0.0040  
 
Evidently, the p value is much lower than our chosen threshold value of 0.05. Therefore, we can 
safely reject the null hypothesis and conclude that there exists a reliable performance gain 
difference between the control and mastery groups. This conclusion is consistent with our 









Effect size is a measure of strength of the relationship between two variables in statistical 
analysis. It shows how likely that the relationship between two variables exists for a large 
population distribution. 
 
In previous section, we have computed the mean values of performance gains for both control 
and mastery groups, and shown that the mastery group obtained a much larger gain over the 
control group. By computing the mean effect size, we can draw conclusion on how likely this 
relationship holds for large population distribution. 
 
Effect Size = 0.6399 
 
In various scientific studies, an effect size of 0.2 is considered as small, 0.5 as medium and 0.8 as 
large. The larger the value is, the stronger the relationship holds true. In our case here, the mean 
effect size is 0.6399, which can be considered as relatively large. This means that the relationship 
of the mastery group performance gain is greater than the control group is 63.99% effective for 
large population distribution. Therefore, we can further conclude that there exists very strong 
evidence to support our hypothesis that students’ mathematical performance increases as they 






In statistics, median is defined as the value that separates the higher half of the data points from 
the lower half. The median is usually a better measurement of the expected population value than 
the mean, if the data set is skewed or having a high standard deviation value. 
 
Although our computed standard deviation values for both control and mastery groups are very 
low, we still examined the median values of performance gains for both groups. 
 
Group Median 
Control (4/7) 9% 
Mastery (5/6) 17% 
Table 4 ­ Control and Mastery Group Performance Gain Median Values 
 
Not surprisingly, the median values of performance gains for both groups confirm with the mean 
values. Evidently, the mastery group shows a much larger performance gain over the control 
group. This clearly indicates that the students’ mathematical performance increases as they 










For the final stage of our aggregate analysis, we present the entire data set sorted by the 
performance gain in ascending order with a comparison chart that clearly shows the greater gains 














Item analysis is concerned with students’ improvements on particular assistment. Improvement is 
computed as a percentage of students who got the item wrong in pre-test and got it right in post-
test. In Table 5 below, we can see items sorted by improvement labeled purple if improvement 
large and yellow otherwise. Unlabeled problems are the ones that we did not consider because of 
small sample size since not enough mastery group students got the item wrong in pre-test. 
One of the factors considered in analysis is how difficult a particular item is. This is computed as 
the percentage of students who got the item wrong in pre test. In Table 5 below, difficult items 




Number of mastery 
group students who 
got item wrong on 
pre-test 
Percentage of mastery group 
students who got the item 
wrong on pre-test and right on 
post-test 
Percentage of all 
students who got the 
item wrong on pre-test 
27946 2 100% 5% 
14156 20 95% 39% 
28936 17 94% 39% 
28851 10 90% 21% 
14140 16 87% 38% 
28839 13 82% 32% 
14161 13 69% 25% 
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27892 20 68% 43% 
14159 23 61% 61% 
14162 26 58% 58% 
28853 23 55% 51% 
28912 8 50% 30% 
Table 5  
The weighted average percentage of students who have shown improvements is 72.7%. Since 
this value is greater than 50%, it can be considered as evidence that shows there exists a positive 
proportional relationship between a student’s mathematical performance and the amount of 
practices the student completes.  
 




This can be due to the fact that item is very difficult and 51 percent of all people could not get it 
correct in the pre-test. 






This item also had on of the highest improvements. This can be due to the fact that the item has 
simple patters and no calculations. 
 
In general, we can see that assistments for which mastery learning had smaller effect were also 
done poorly by all students in the pre-test. Therefore, they can be considered as difficult 
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problems and distribution outliers. For the majority data points, the percentages of improved 
students are significant enough to support our hypothesis that students’ mathematical 






















In statistics, Meta Analysis is a method based on computing the effect size of the sample data 
and using the regression model to predict the distribution of the true population. The result of 
Meta Analysis gives insight to the overall effectiveness of our study. It also indicates the relative 
impact of independent variables and the strength of relationship between variables. In our 
project, this type of analysis is performed to find evidence supporting our initial hypothesis. 
 
The first meta-analysis was performed by Karl Pearson in 1904, in an attempt to overcome the 
problem of reduced statistical power in studies with small sample sizes; analyzing the results 
from a group of studies can allow more accurate data analysis. Although meta-analysis is widely 
used in epidemiology and evidence-based medicine today, a meta-analysis of a medical 
treatment was not published until 1955. In the 1970s, more sophisticated analytical techniques 
were introduced in educational research, starting with the work of Gene V. Glass, Frank L. 
Schmidt and John E. Hunter. () 
 
Meta Analysis analyzed a large collection of results for the purpose of integrating the finding. It 
is focused on the relationship between one response and it variable. Thus, it is more effective in 
determining relationship between the result and its variables. In our project, the relationship 
between the improvement of the math test score and the number of the math problems a student 
does is analyzed. Our initial hypothesis states there exists a positive relationship between them. 
Meta Analysis is performed to support our claim. 
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We performed the Meta Analysis through the following steps. First, the theoretical relationship 
of interest is defined. Second, the data of the studies on the relationship is collected. Third, the 
effect size is computed. Fourth, the distribution of the effect sizes and the impact of moderating 
variables are analyzed. Fifth, the results are interpreted and reported. Our study is conducted 
from February to March. 8th Grade Stretching and shrinking pre test and post-test are given to the 
students in Shrewsbury High School in Massachusetts. A number of 80 students are drawn from 
the total population to study the relationship between the number of the problems a students do 
and the gain performance of the same student. The pretest is given around February, 25th, 2009 
and the post-test is given around March.10th , 2009.  
 
The null hypothesis states there is not a relationship between the improvement in the math test 
score and the number of math problems a student practices. The alternative hypothesis is that 
there exists a positive relationship between the improvement in the math test score and the 
number of math problems a student practices.   
 
The mean, median, standard deviation of gain in performance is computed for each individual 
group. 
 Mean of Improvement Median of 
Improvement 
Standard Deviation 
Controlled Group 6% 66% 0.2224 
Mastery Group 21% 66% 0.2094 
Table 6 
The effect size is computed using the equation  = .  =   = 0.6399 
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Effect Size Interpretation 
0.0 No Effect.  Each group has the same outcome. 
0.2 Small Effect. (15% effect*) 
0.5 Moderate Effect. (33% effect*) 
Example: differences in IQ of clerical and semi-skilled workers 
0.8 Large Effect (47% effect*) 
Example: differences in the height of 13 and 18 year old girls 
Table 7  
Based on the table above, we can conclude that the alternative hypothesis that there exists a 
positive relationship between the math test performance gain and the number of math problems a 
student does is 63.9% effective. It also states that it is 63.9% likely that the more math problems 
a student does, the better performance gain a student will achieve in math test. It is a reasonably 
strong support for our initial hypothesis. 
 
Thus, Meta Analysis is performed for students with lower score and those with higher score both 
groups. The expected result is that the students with lower starting score will improve more than 







 Group Improvement Standard deviation 
Lower Score Controlled 11% 0.207 
Higher Score Controlled -5% 0.2367 
Lower Score Mastery 33% 0.201 
Higher Score Mastery 5% 0.121 
Table 8 
    
The measured result shows that. In both control and mastery groups, the students with lower 
starting score improved more than the ones with higher starting score. The students with lower 
score in mastery group improved more than those in the control group. The students with higher 
score in mastery group also improved more than those in the control group. The standard 
deviation of the performance gain for the mastery group is lower than that of the control group. 
This means that there is a consistent improvement for students who complete practices. 
 
In order to further analyze the relationship between the math performance gain and the math 






The figure above displays the relationship between the math test performance gain and the 
number math problems a student does. There is a positive relationship when the number of math 











Re-sampling with Bootstrapping 
 
One of the best statistical analysis methods is data re-sampling. Data re-sampling aims to 
estimate the precision of sample statistics by resample the limited available data. There exist 
several procedures to perform re-sampling. We have used a procedure named Bootstrap, perhaps 
the most popular re-sampling procedure, to resample our collected data. 
 
Bootstrapping procedure estimates the sample distribution by randomly drawing data from the 
original data collection with replacement to form a new set for distribution. Then standard 
statistical parameters such as mean and median are computed using the newly formed 
distribution. This allows us to derive robust estimates of a much larger and general population 
based on our limited available data set. 
 
However, performing bootstrap re-sampling with a sample size of several thousand is not 
practical by only using paper and pen. We then developed a re-sampling JavaTM program that 
efficiently performs the re-sampling process and automatically calculates both mean and median 
of the re-sampled distribution. The following is a set of mean and median parameter results after 
performing re-sampling with various sample sizes. Both pre and post tests mean and median 
parameters are calculated for both control and mastery groups. The differences between the pre 





Control Group Data (4/7): 
Sample Size Pre-Mean Pre-Median Post-Mean Post-Median Diff-Mean Diff-Median 
1000 66.29% 66% 70.43% 83% 4.14% 17% 
2000 66.17% 66% 71.36% 83% 5.91% 17% 
3000 65.34% 66% 71.45% 83% 6.11% 17% 
4000 65.05% 66% 71.12% 83% 6.07% 17% 
5000 65.26% 66% 71.69% 83% 6.43% 17% 
Average 65.62% 66% 71.21% 83% 5.73% 17% 
 
Table 9  
Mastery Group Data (5/6) 
Sample Size Pre-Mean Pre-Median Post-Mean Post-Median Diff-Mean Diff-Median 
1000 61.79% 66% 80.68% 83% 18.89% 17% 
2000 61.68% 66% 81.23% 83% 19.55% 17% 
3000 62.14% 66% 81.53% 83% 19.39% 17% 
4000 61.92% 66% 81.06% 83% 19.14% 17% 
5000 62.15% 66% 80.99% 83% 18.84% 17% 











The re-sampled data evidently shows that the mastery group, the group with mastery learning 
Assistment, receives a much greater average performance gain when compared with the control 
group, the group without mastery learning Assistment. Since the sample sizes of the re-sampled 
data set are relatively large, the re-sampling analysis clearly presents reliable evidence that the 
mastery learning Assistment provides a positive influence on students’ mathematical 
performance. This conclusion strongly supports our initial hypothesis that there exists a positive 
proportional relationship between a student’s mathematical performance and the amount of 









With the aggregate analysis, we have shown that first, there exists a significant difference 
between the performance gains of control and mastery groups using the T-Test. Then by 
computing the standard deviation and mean values, it is clear that the mastery group obtained a 
much larger gain over the control group. With median and effect size, we have found that this 
relationship can be extended from our data set to the general population. By then performing the 
detailed item analysis for each individual mastery learning assistment, we obtained the same 
result that the mastery group achieved a much larger performance gain over the control group on 
a more detailed per-item level. From a different perspective, our meta-analysis provided us with 
evidence that the same relationship holds true for general population. And finally with our re-
sampling program, we are able to obtain strong evidence that this relationship holds true for very 
large sample sizes. 
 
Based on all this evidence provided by various statistical analyses, we can conclude that the 
relationship, which the mastery group achieved a much larger performance gain over the control 
group holds true for both our data set and the general population. Therefore, there exists a 
positive proportional relationship between students’ mathematical performance and the amount 






COMPARISON OF OTHER SYSTEMS AND ASSISTMENT 
 
There are many other computer based tutoring systems available that offer similar capabilities 
for both students and teachers. Although they are different from the Assistment system, they are 
all derived from the basic principle that students can learn better through the use of tutoring. The 
international media company, Pearson, has created a similar system that also implies tutoring 
based learning. Pearson’s system has been adapted into several versions that pertain to specific 
subjects. Currently their product line consists of Mastering Physics, Mastering Astronomy, 
Mastering Chemistry and Mastering Biology. Since they all employ a similar system we will 
only cover Mastering Physics in detail. Another system that will be covered is WebAssign, 















Mastering Physics has been Pearson’s most successful candidate. It has been widely used 
because of its compatibility with a large amount of commonly used books in current curriculums. 
The problems the system supplies correlates directly with the problems contained in selected 
books. Having consistency between the current books and the mastering system is important 
because it allows easy integration into course schedules. Many physics professors in colleges and 
high schools consider this system above others because it is updated frequently and reliable. The 




As you can see, Mastering Physics has many features. The system contains a simple method to 
write up complex mathematical equations with symbols. Symbols are provided to the user with a 
click on its icon. Some of the symbols provided by Mastering Physics include roots, exponents, 
powers, division functions, integration, derivation and trigonometric functions. Similar to 
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Assistment, it also includes the ability to provide hints towards the solution of a problem. Hints 
also provide instantaneous feedback on what a student might be doing wrong. A figure of the 





Mastering Physics also offers teachers a thorough analysis based on how the students in a class 
are doing. This feature makes it simple for the faculty to track grades and progress for individual 





Instructors also have access to a diagnostics section. This section provides very useful analysis 
on class standing. It displays charts with class averages as a whole, or on individual problems. 
Other chars such as difficulty rating versus individual problems, student scores, and time taken 





















Web Assign is another online tutoring program but is rather different than Pearson’s Mastering 
series. The system devised by North Carolina State University has the ability to incorporate a 
wide variety of subjects. Currently the Web Assign supports over 600 books with the majority in 
chemistry, mathematics and physics. It also includes accounting, astronomy, biology, 
geosciences, statistics and a few others. Although the system itself is complex, it is also very 
simple to use. Because Web Assign has such a large variety of problem templates, only a few 








Web Assign supports a variety of problem types such as fill in, multiple choice and essays. Even 
though it does not utilize a fancy interface to enter complex math symbols, it provides a simple 




Web Assign also provides great support for teachers. Teachers have the ability to manage 
students in their class and assign them work. They are able to track grades easily and much like 
Assistment, they can also build their own problems. The grade book section, which is only 





Web Assign’s system is clearly very powerful. Having the capability to handle many different 
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 * <code>Sampler</code> defines the implementation of a utility 
 * software program that computes the mean and median of a data 
 * set read in from file with bootstrapping resampling. 
 * 
 * @author Yi Wang (Neakor) 
 * @version Creation date: 04-22-2009 12:19:23 AM EST 
 * @version Modified date: 04-22-2009 12:19:23 AM EST 
 */ 
public class Sampler extends WindowAdapter implements ActionListener { 
 /** 
  * The <code>Boolean</code> finished flag. 
  */ 
 private volatile boolean finished; 
 
 /** 
  * Start the program. 
  */ 
 private void start() { 
  final File file = this.selectFile(); 
  if(file == null) System.exit(0); 
  final DataImporter importer = new DataImporter(); 
  double[] values = importer.readDoubles(file); 
  if(values.length <= 0) JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "No 
values in file."); 
  else { 
   UI ui = new UI(this); 
   ui.activate(); 
   this.updateLoop(new Evaluator(values, ui)); 
  } 
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  * Propmt the user to select a file to read data from. 
  * @return The <code>File</code> selected. 
  */ 
 private File selectFile() { 
  JFileChooser chooser = new JFileChooser(); 
  chooser.setFileFilter(new GenericFileFilter("Text file", 
".txt")); 
  chooser.showOpenDialog(null); 




  * The sampler update loop. 
  * @param evaluator The <code>Evaluator</code> for computation. 
  */ 
 private void updateLoop(final Evaluator evaluator) { 
  while(!this.finished) { 
   evaluator.update(); 
   synchronized(this) { 
    try { 
     this.wait(); 
    } catch (InterruptedException e) { 
     e.printStackTrace(); 
    } 
   } 




 public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 
  synchronized(this){ 
   this.notifyAll(); 




 public void windowClosed(WindowEvent e) { 




  * Main method. 
  */ 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 










 * <code>EType</code> defines the enumerations of all types of 
 * statistical standards to use. 
 * 
 * @author Yi Wang (Neakor) 
 * @version Creation date: 04-22-2009 12:21:47 AM EST 
 * @version Modified date: 04-22-2009 12:21:47 AM EST 
 */ 
public enum EType { 
 /** 
  * The average value. 
  */ 
 Average, 
 /** 
  * The median value. 







































 * <code>UI</code> defines the implementation of the user interface 
 * of the sampler program. 
 * 
 * @author Yi Wang (Neakor) 
 * @version Creation date: 04-22-2009 12:22:18 AM EST 
 * @version Modified date: 04-22-2009 12:22:18 AM EST 
 */ 
public class UI extends JFrame implements Runnable { 
 /** 
  * The serial version. 
  */ 
 private static final long serialVersionUID = 628324465572600916L; 
 /** 
  * The data formatter. 
  */ 
 private final DecimalFormat formatter; 
 /** 
  * The sample <code>JButton</code>. 
  */ 
 private JButton bntSample; 
 /** 
  * The average text <code>JLabel</code>. 
  */ 
 private JLabel lblAverage; 
 /** 
  * The average value <code>JLabel</code>. 
  */ 
 private JLabel lblResultAverage; 
 /** 
  * The median text <code>JLabel</code>. 
  */ 
 private JLabel lblMedian; 
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 /** 
  * The median value <code>JLabel</code>. 
  */ 
 private JLabel lblResultMedian; 
 /** 
  * The sample size <code>JLabel</code>. 
  */ 
 private JLabel lblSample; 
 /** 
  * The <code>JSeparator</code>. 
  */ 
 private JSeparator separator; 
 /** 
  * The sample size <code>JSpinner</code>. 
  */ 
 private JSpinner spnSample; 
 
 /** 
  * Constructor of <code>UI</code>. 
  * @param handler The <code>ActionListener</code>. 
  */ 
 public UI(ActionListener handler) { 
  this.formatter = new DecimalFormat("###.##"); 
  this.setDefaultCloseOperation(WindowConstants.EXIT_ON_CLOSE); 
  this.setMinimumSize(new Dimension(208, 175)); 
  this.initComponents(handler); 




  * Initialize components. 
  * @param handler The <code>Actionlistener</code>. 
  */ 
 private void initComponents(ActionListener handler) { 
  this.bntSample = new JButton("Resample"); 
  this.lblAverage = new JLabel("Average: "); 
  this.spnSample = new JSpinner(); 
  this.spnSample.setModel(new SpinnerNumberModel(30, 1, 
Double.MAX_VALUE, 5)); 
  this.lblResultAverage = new JLabel("result"); 
  this.lblMedian = new JLabel("Median:"); 
  this.lblResultMedian = new JLabel("result"); 
  this.lblSample = new JLabel("Sample size:"); 
  this.separator = new JSeparator(); 
  this.bntSample.setActionCommand("resample"); 




  * Initialize UI layout. 
  */ 
 private void initLayout() { 
  GroupLayout layout = new GroupLayout(getContentPane()); 
  getContentPane().setLayout(layout); 
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  layout.setHorizontalGroup( 
   
 layout.createParallelGroup(GroupLayout.Alignment.LEADING) 
    .addComponent(this.separator, 
GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, 208, Short.MAX_VALUE) 
    .addGroup(layout.createSequentialGroup() 
      .addContainerGap() 
     
 .addGroup(layout.createParallelGroup(GroupLayout.Alignment.LEADING) 
       
 .addGroup(layout.createSequentialGroup() 
         
 .addComponent(this.lblAverage) 
         
 .addPreferredGap(LayoutStyle.ComponentPlacement.RELATED) 
         
 .addComponent(this.lblResultAverage)) 
         
 .addGroup(layout.createSequentialGroup() 
           
 .addComponent(this.lblMedian) 
           
 .addPreferredGap(LayoutStyle.ComponentPlacement.UNRELATED) 
           
 .addComponent(this.lblResultMedian))) 
           
 .addContainerGap(86, Short.MAX_VALUE)) 
           
 .addGroup(layout.createSequentialGroup() 
             
 .addContainerGap() 
             
 .addComponent(this.lblSample) 
             
 .addPreferredGap(LayoutStyle.ComponentPlacement.RELATED) 
             
 .addComponent(this.spnSample, GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE, 74, 
GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE) 
             
 .addContainerGap(26, Short.MAX_VALUE)) 
             
 .addGroup(layout.createSequentialGroup() 
             
   .addGap(9, 9, 9) 
             
   .addComponent(this.bntSample, GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE, 
182, GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE) 
             
   .addContainerGap(GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, 
Short.MAX_VALUE)) 
  ); 
  layout.setVerticalGroup( 
   
 layout.createParallelGroup(GroupLayout.Alignment.LEADING) 
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    .addGroup(layout.createSequentialGroup() 
      .addContainerGap() 
     
 .addGroup(layout.createParallelGroup(GroupLayout.Alignment.BASELINE) 
       
 .addComponent(this.lblSample) 
       
 .addComponent(this.spnSample, GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE, 
GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE)) 
       
 .addPreferredGap(LayoutStyle.ComponentPlacement.RELATED) 
       
 .addComponent(this.bntSample) 
       
 .addPreferredGap(LayoutStyle.ComponentPlacement.RELATED) 
       
 .addComponent(this.separator, GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE, 10, 
GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE) 
       
 .addPreferredGap(LayoutStyle.ComponentPlacement.RELATED) 
       
 .addGroup(layout.createParallelGroup() 
         
 .addComponent(this.lblAverage) 
         
 .addComponent(this.lblResultAverage)) 
         
 .addPreferredGap(LayoutStyle.ComponentPlacement.RELATED) 
         
 .addGroup(layout.createParallelGroup(GroupLayout.Alignment.BASELINE) 
           
 .addComponent(this.lblMedian) 
           
 .addComponent(this.lblResultMedian)) 
           
 .addContainerGap(GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, Short.MAX_VALUE)) 
  ); 




  * Activate the UI. 
  */ 
 public void activate() { 




 public void run() { 




  * Set the value of given statistical type. 
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  * @param type The <code>EType</code> enumeration. 
  * @param value The <code>Double</code> value to be set. 
  */ 
 public void setValue(EType type, double value) { 
  final String str = this.formatter.format(value); 
  switch(type) { 
  case Average: this.lblResultAverage.setText(str); break; 
  case Median: this.lblResultMedian.setText(str); break; 




  * Retrieve the current set sample size. 
  * @return The <code>Integer</code> sample size. 
  */ 
 public int getSampleSize() { 
  double size = (Double)this.spnSample.getValue(); 






























 * <code>DataImporter</code> defines the implementation of the 
 * utility unit that reads in initial data set from given file. 
 * 
 * @author Yi Wang (Neakor) 
 * @version Creation date: 04-22-2009 12:26:24 AM EST 
 * @version Modified date: 04-22-2009 12:26:24 AM EST 
 */ 
public class DataImporter { 
 
 /** 
  * Read in double values. 
  * @param file The <code>File</code> to read. 
  * @return The array of <code>Double</code>. 
  */ 
 public double[] readDoubles(File file) { 
  try { 
   final StreamTokenizer parser = new StreamTokenizer(new 
FileReader(file)); 
   final List<Double> list = new ArrayList<Double>(); 
   while(parser.ttype != StreamTokenizer.TT_EOF) { 
    Double value = this.nextDouble(parser); 
    if(value != null) list.add(value); 
   } 
   double[] values = new double[list.size()]; 
   int index = 0; 
   for(Double value : list) { 
    values[index] = value; 
    index++; 
   } 
   return values; 
  } catch (IOException e) { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 




  * Read in the next double value. 
  * @param parser The <code>StreamTokenizer</code>. 
  * @return The <code>Double</code> value. 
  * @throws IOException If reading is interrupted. 
  */ 
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 private Double nextDouble(StreamTokenizer parser) throws IOException 
{ 
  while(parser.nextToken() != StreamTokenizer.TT_NUMBER) { 
   if(parser.ttype == StreamTokenizer.TT_EOF) return null; 
  } 



































 * <code>Evaluator</code> defines the implementation of the unit 
 * that is responsible for computing the resampled data. 
 * 
 * @author Yi Wang (Neakor) 
 * @version Creation date: 04-22-2009 12:27:44 AM EST 
 * @version Modified date: 04-22-2009 12:27:44 AM EST 
 */ 
public class Evaluator { 
 /** 
  * The <code>Random</code> used to draw index. 
  */ 
 private final Random random; 
 /** 
  * The initial array of <code>Double</code> values. 
  */ 
 private final double[] values; 
 /** 
  * The <code>UI</code> instance. 
  */ 
 private final UI ui; 
  
 /** 
  * Constructor of <code>Evaluator</code>. 
  * @param values The initial array of <code>Double</code> values. 
  * @param ui The <code>UI</code> instance. 
  */ 
 public Evaluator(double[] values, UI ui) { 
  this.random = new Random(); 
  this.values = values; 




  * Update the UI with computed values. 
  */ 
 public void update() { 
  final int size = this.ui.getSampleSize(); 
  this.ui.setValue(EType.Average, this.average(size)); 




  * Compute the average with resampling. 
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  * @param size The <code>Integer</code> sample size. 
  * @return The average <code>Double</code> value. 
  */ 
 private double average(final int size) { 
  double total = 0; 
  for(int i = 0; i < size; i++) { 
   total += this.values[this.nextIndex(this.values.length)]; 
  } 




  * Compute the median with resampling. 
  * @param size The <code>Integer</code> sample size. 
  * @return The median <code>Double</code> value. 
  */ 
 private double median(final int size) { 
  final double[] temp = new double[size]; 
  for(int i = 0; i < size; i++) { 
   temp[i] = 
this.values[this.nextIndex(this.values.length)]; 
  } 
  Arrays.sort(temp); 
  final double middle = (double)temp.length/2.0; 
  final int truncated = (int)middle; 
  if(middle == truncated) return temp[truncated]; 
  double total = temp[truncated] + temp[truncated+1]; 




  * Retrieve a randomly selected index value. 
  * @param range The <code>Integer</code> range to select. 
  * @return The <code>Integer</code> index. 
  */ 
 private int nextIndex(int range) { 
  final double value = this.random.nextDouble(); 
  if(value >= 1.0) return range; 













 * This source code is directly taken from Project Essence with 
 * usage permission granted to project IQP re-sampling by the 









 * <code>GenericFileFilter</code> defines the concrete implementation of 
 * a file filter that excludes files without the required extensions. 
 * <p> 
 * <code>GenericFileFilter</code> requires the given extension strings 
 * to include the character <code>'.'</code>. 
 * 
 * @author Yi Wang (Neakor) 
 * @version Creation date: 09-06-2008 19:28 EST 
 * @version Modified date: 01-25-2009 14:23 EST 
 */ 
public class GenericFileFilter extends FileFilter { 
 /** 
  * The description of the files allowed 
  */ 
 private final String description; 
 /** 
  * The extensions this filter will allow 
  */ 
 private final String[] extensions; 
  
 /** 
  * Constructor of <code>GenericFileFilter</code>. 
  * @param description The <code>String</code> description of the 
file types allowed. 
  * @param extensions The code>String</code> variable argument 
extensions allowed. 
  */ 
 public GenericFileFilter(String description, String...extensions) { 
  this.description = description; 




 public boolean accept(File f) { 
  if(f == null) return false; 
  String name = f.getName(); 
  int index = name.lastIndexOf("."); 
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  if(index < 0) return true; 
  String extension = name.substring(name.lastIndexOf(".")); 
  for(String ext : this.extensions) { 
   if(ext.equalsIgnoreCase(extension)) return true; 
  } 




 public String getDescription() { 






Group Number Pre-test Date Pre-test Result Post-test Date Post-test Result Result Difference 
4 2/27/2009 16% 3/9/2009 16% 0% 
4 2/27/2009 66% 3/9/2009 16% -50% 
4 2/27/2009 58% 3/9/2009 16% -42% 
4 3/3/2009 83% 3/9/2009 91% 8% 
4 2/27/2009 50% 3/9/2009 75% 25% 
4 2/27/2009 25% 3/9/2009 50% 25% 
4 2/27/2009 16% 3/10/2009 66% 50% 
4 2/27/2009 41% 3/10/2009 66% 25% 
4 2/27/2009 75% 3/10/2009 66% -9% 
4 3/4/2009 66% 3/10/2009 83% 17% 
4 2/27/2009 41% 3/9/2009 66% 25% 
4 2/27/2009 58% 3/10/2009 75% 17% 
4 2/27/2009 83% 3/9/2009 100% 17% 
4 2/27/2009 66% 3/9/2009 83% 17% 
4 2/27/2009 33% 3/10/2009 25% -8% 
4 2/27/2009 0% 3/10/2009 16% 16% 
4 2/27/2009 100% 3/9/2009 83% -17% 
5 2/27/2009 75% 3/10/2009 75% 0% 
5 2/27/2009 41% 3/11/2009 41% 0% 
5 2/27/2009 50% 3/9/2009 66% 16% 
5 2/27/2009 25% 3/10/2009 50% 25% 
5 2/27/2009 50% 3/9/2009 91% 41% 
5 2/27/2009 83% 3/9/2009 100% 17% 
5 2/27/2009 33% 3/10/2009 100% 67% 
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5 2/27/2009 33% 3/10/2009 58% 25% 
5 2/27/2009 50% 3/13/2009 83% 33% 
5 2/27/2009 50% 3/10/2009 91% 41% 
5 2/27/2009 58% 3/13/2009 80% 22% 
5 2/27/2009 50% 3/9/2009 50% 0% 
5 2/27/2009 83% 3/9/2009 75% -8% 
5 2/27/2009 75% 3/10/2009 75% 0% 
5 2/27/2009 91% 3/9/2009 91% 0% 
5 2/27/2009 50% 3/10/2009 83% 33% 
7 2/27/2009 91% 3/12/2009 100% 9% 
7 2/27/2009 66% 3/10/2009 83% 17% 
7 2/27/2009 91% 3/13/2009 83% -8% 
7 2/27/2009 91% 3/10/2009 91% 0% 
7 2/27/2009 58% 3/9/2009 50% -8% 
7 2/27/2009 75% 3/9/2009 100% 25% 
7 2/27/2009 91% 3/9/2009 100% 9% 
7 2/27/2009 33% 3/13/2009 25% -8% 
7 2/27/2009 83% 3/10/2009 25% -58% 
7 2/27/2009 58% 3/9/2009 58% 0% 
7 2/27/2009 75% 3/10/2009 16% -59% 
7 2/27/2009 66% 3/10/2009 100% 34% 
7 3/3/2009 58% 3/10/2009 28% -30% 
7 3/3/2009 75% 3/9/2009 66% -9% 
7 2/27/2009 66% 3/9/2009 83% 17% 
7 2/27/2009 100% 3/9/2009 100% 0% 
7 2/27/2009 41% 3/10/2009 75% 34% 
7 2/27/2009 66% 3/9/2009 100% 34% 
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7 2/27/2009 91% 3/10/2009 75% -16% 
7 2/27/2009 100% 3/9/2009 100% 0% 
7 2/27/2009 83% 3/10/2009 83% 0% 
7 2/27/2009 91% 3/9/2009 100% 9% 
7 2/27/2009 66% 3/9/2009 91% 25% 
7 2/27/2009 83% 3/10/2009 91% 8% 
6 2/27/2009 16% 3/10/2009 33% 17% 
6 2/27/2009 75% 3/10/2009 83% 8% 
6 2/27/2009 66% 3/10/2009 100% 34% 
6 2/27/2009 33% 3/10/2009 66% 33% 
6 2/27/2009 58% 3/10/2009 91% 33% 
6 3/3/2009 41% 3/10/2009 83% 42% 
6 2/27/2009 91% 3/9/2009 100% 9% 
6 2/27/2009 50% 3/10/2009 100% 50% 
6 3/3/2009 75% 3/10/2009 83% 8% 
6 2/27/2009 16% 3/10/2009 25% 9% 
6 3/3/2009 41% 3/9/2009 50% 9% 
6 2/27/2009 16% 3/10/2009 91% 75% 
6 2/27/2009 83% 3/9/2009 66% -17% 
6 2/27/2009 66% 3/9/2009 83% 17% 
6 2/27/2009 75% 3/9/2009 100% 25% 
6 2/27/2009 100% 3/9/2009 100% 0% 
6 2/27/2009 75% 3/9/2009 91% 16% 
6 2/27/2009 75% 3/9/2009 83% 8% 
6 2/27/2009 50% 3/9/2009 83% 33% 




 Assistment – Yi Wang 
 
Problem Set "8th Grade - Geometry Review Set(5 Items)" id:[5310] 
 
 1) Assistment #27959 "27959 - 8th Grade - Geometry Review - Morph 2007 grade 8 #22"  
 
A) Mora bought a box of cereal that was a rectangular prism with a length of 








8      
 Hints: 
 
•  First we should know what vertices are. The word "vertices" is the plural of "vertex". A 
vertex is an intersection point between faces. 
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•  Now we know what vertices are, let's start counting. 
Let's start with the 1st one on the top left corner on the front face. 
 
 
•  The 2nd one on the top right corner on the front face. 
 
 




Therefore, the total number of vertices of Mora's cereal box is 8. Type in 8. 
 
 




6      
 Hints: 
 
•  In order to count the number of faces, we first need to understand what is a face of a 
geometry. "Face" is the bounding surface of a geometric shape, such as the face of a table. 
 
•  Let us count the faces of the box starting from the front face. 




•  Let us keep counting the number of faces. 
 
 •  There are 6 faces. The front and back, the left and right sides and the top and bottom. Type in 6 
 
 
C) Draw a net (flat pattern) that can be folded to form a box with the same dimensions 
as Mora's cereal box. Be sure to label your drawing of the net with the lengths, in 




I have finished the problem on the work sheet.      
 Hints: 
 •  The next hint is a correct answer. If you click "show next hint" again, your teacher will be 
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informed and you will NOT receive any credit. 
 









371.5      
 Hints: 




•  We also notice that the 6 faces are in fact 3 sets of 2 equal sized faces. 
  
The front and the back faces, the left and the right faces and the top and the bottom faces. 
 
•  So in order to find the surface area of the rectangular prism, we can follow the formula: 
  
Surface area = Area of front face + Area of back face + Area of left face + Area of right face 
+ Area of top face + Area of bottom face 
                   = (Area of front face + Area of back face) + (Area of left face + Area of right 
face) + (Area of top face + Area of bottom face) 
Surface area = (2 * Area of front face) + (2 * Area of left face) + (2 * Area of top face) 
 
•  As we can see in the diagram, each face on the rectangular prism is in fact a retangle. This 
means we can use the formula: 
  
Area of face = Base * Height 
 
•  Area of front face = 8.5 * 13 = 110.5 
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Area of left face = 13 * 3.5 = 45.5 
  
Area of top face = 8.5 * 3.5 = 29.75 
 
•  Then by substituting the values we found for each face into the simplified formula: 
Surface area = (2 * Area of front face) + (2 * Area of left face) + (2 * Area of top face) 
                   = (2* 110.5) + (2 * 45.5) + (2 * 29.75) 
                   = 221 + 91 + 59.5 
                   = 371.5 
 •  Therefore, the surface area of the rectangular prism is 371.5. Type in 371.5. 
 
 




386.75      
 Hints: 
 
•  In order to find the volume of the rectangular prism, we first need to know what is the 




•  The formula for calculating the volume of a rectangular prism is: 
  
Volume = Width * Height * Depth. 
 
•  As the diagram shows, the width of the box is 8.5 inch, the height is 13 inch and the depth 
is 3.5 inch. 
 
•  Now we have the formula and the values, we can simply substitute the values into the 
fomula then we have: 
  
Volume = Width * Height * Depth 
             = 8.5 * 3.5 * 13 
             = 386.75. 
  
 •  Therefore, the volume of the rectangular prism is 386.75. Type in 386.75. 
 
 
 2) Assistment #27960 "27960 - Morph 2007 grade 8 #29"  
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A) A rancher has two water tanks. 
* Each water tank is in the shape of a cylinder. 
* The base of each water tank is in the shape of a circle. 
Diagrams of the two water tanks are shown below. 
  
 
What is the circumference, in feet, of the base of Water Tank 1? 
(Use 3.14 for π.) 
 
Fill in: 
25.12      
 Hints: 
 
•  As the problem stated, the base of each water tank is in the shape of a circle. In order to 
find the circumference of the base of Water Tank 1, we simply need to find the 




•  The formula for calculating the circumference of a circle is C = π * D, where D is the 
diameter of the circle. 
 
•  Now by substituting the diameter and π value into the circumference formula we get 3.14 * 
8 = 25.12. 
 •  Therefore, the circumference of the base of Water Tank 1 is 25.12. Type in 25.12. 
 
 
B) The circumference of the base of Water Tank 2 is 6.28 feet longer than that of 
Water Tank 1.  What is the diameter, in feet, of the base of Water Tank 2? 




10      
 Hints: 
 
•  In order to find the diameter of the base of Water Tank 2, we need to know the 
circumference of the base of Water Tank 2. 
 
•  We found the circumference of the base of Water Tank 1 is 25.12 in the previous problem. 
  
This problem states that the circumference of the base of Water Tank 2 is 6.28 longer than 
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that of Water Tank 1. 
  
This means the circumference of the base of Water Tank 2 is 25.12 + 6.28 = 31.4. 
 
•  The relationship between the circumference of a circle and its diameter is given by the 
circumference formula we used in Problem 1.  
  
C = π * D where D is the diameter of the circle. By dividing π from both sides of the formula, 
we have  
  
C / π = D. 
 
•  In order to find the diameter of the base of Water Tank 2, we simply substitue its 
circumference value which we just found into the modified formula. This gives us 
  
D = 31.4 / π 
 
•  Solve the equation 
D = 31.4 / π for D. We have 
D = 31.4 / 3.14 = 10. Therefore, the diameter of the base of Water Tank 2 is 10. Type in 10. 
 
 
C) How many more square feet does the base of Water Tank 2 cover 
than the base of Water Tank 1? 
(Use 3.14 for π. and round to the tenths place) 
 Fill in: 
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Let's first find out the area of the base of Water Tank 1. What is the area covered by the 




50.24      
 Hints: 
 
•  The base of each Water Tank is a circle, so we simply need to find the area of the 
circle with diameter 8. 
 
 
•  The formula for calculating the area of a circle is π * r2, where r is the radius of the 
circle. 
 •  Fortunately, we know the radius is half the diameter . So the radius of the base of 
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Water Tank 1 is 8 / 2 = 4. 
 
•  Now we substitue the radius and π value into the area formula we just found. 
  
We have area = π * r2 = 3.14 * 42 = 50.24. 
  





Now we can use the same strategy to find the area of the base of Water Tank 2. What is 




78.5      
 Hints: 
 
•  The base of each Water Tank is a circle, so we simply need to find the area of the 
circle with diameter 10. 
 




•  Fortunately, we know the radius is half the diameter. So the radius of the base of 
Water Tank 2 is 10 / 2 = 5. 
 
•  Now we substitue the radius and π value into the area formula we just found. 
  
We have area = π * r2 = 3.14 * 52 = 78.5. 
  





Now let's try the original problem again. 
  
How many more square feet does the base of Water Tank 2 cover 
than the base of Water Tank 1? 









•  We found that the area of the base of Water Tank 1 is 50.24 and that of Water Tank 2 
is 78.5. 
 
•  The extra area that the base of Water Tank 2 covers than the base of Water Tank 1 is 
simply the difference between the two areas. 
 
•  The difference between two areas is 78.5 - 50.24 = 28.26. 
  
Round this value to the tenths gives us 28.3. 
  
Therefore, the base of Water Tank 2 convers 28.3 square feet more than the base of 




D) If the height of water tank 1 is 4 feet, what is its volume? 




201.0      
 Hints: 
 •  Water Tank 1 is in a shape of cylinder. In order to find its volume, we need to find the 
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volume of a cylinder with base diameter 8 and height 4. 
 •  The formula for calculating the volume of a cylinder is given by Base Area * Height. 
 
•  We already found that the base area of Water Tank 1 is 50.24. And the problem tells us the 
height is 4. 
 
•  So by substituting the values into the formula we get 50.24 * 4 = 200.96. Round this value 
to the nearest tenths gives us 201.0. 
 •  Therefore, the volume of Water Tank 1 is 201.0. Type in 201.0. 
 
 











We can break this complex problem into two smaller problems by separating the trapezoid 




A. Triangle on top, rectangle on the bottom.     B. Trapezoid on top, sqaure on the 
bottom.     C. Square on top, rectangle on the bottom.     D. Rectangle on top, triangle 
on the bottom.      
 Hints: 
 




•  If we extract the triangle we found, there is a rectangle left on the bottom. 
 
 
•  Therefore, the 2 primitive shapes are the triangle on the top and the rectangle on the 






Now since we know the trapezoid is in fact composed of two primitive shapes, we can 
then find out the area of the trapezoid by calculating the sum of the areas of the two 
primitive shapes. 
So first, let's find out the area of the top triangle. In order to do that, we need to know the 
formula used for calculating the area of a triangle. What is the formula used for calculating 
the top triangle? 
 
Multiple choice: 
A. Base * Height     B. Base * Height * 2     C. Base * Height / 2     D. Base * 
Base      
 Hints: 
 
•  The triangle we found here is evidently a right triangle. It has a base and a height. 
 
 
•  The formula for calculating the area of a right triangle is "Base * Height / 2". 




 Now we know the formula for calculating the area of the top triangle. We just need to 
substitute in the right values from the given problem. What is the base and height values of 
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the top triangle? 
 
Multiple choice: 
A. Base is 30 feet, height is 40 feet.     B. Base is 40 feet, height is 30 feet.     C. 
Base is 110 feet, height is 30 feet.     D. Base is 150 feet, height is 110 feet.      
 Hints: 
 
•  As we can see from this image, the base of the top triangle is also the top edge of the 
bottom rectangle. And since it is a rectangle, the top and bottom edge should be equal in 
length. Therefore, the base of the triangle is 30 feet. 
 
 
•  Now apply the same idea to the height. We can see that the right edge of the bottom 
rectangle has the same length as the left edge which is 110 feet. And the problem tells us 
that the length of the right edge of the whole trapizoid is 150 feet. And the difference 
between these two lengths is exactly the height of the triangle. Therefore, the height of 
the top triangle is 150 feet - 110 feet = 40 feet. 
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the top triangle is 150 feet - 110 feet = 40 feet. 
 





Now we have all the information we need to calculate the area of the top triangle. What is 
the area of the top triangle? 
 
Algebra: 
600      
 Hints: 
 
•  Since we know the base of the triangle is 30 feet and the height is 40 feet. We 
substitute these values into the formula Base * Height / 2. 
 
•  After subsitition we have 30 feet * 40 feet / 2 = 1200 / 2 = 600 Square feet. Therefore, 






In order to calculate the area of the bottom rectangle. Let's find out what the values of its 
base and height. What are the values of the base and height of the bottom rectangle? 
 
Multiple choice: 
A. Base is 30 feet, height is 150 feet.     B. Base is 110 feet, height is 150 feet.     
C. Base is 110 feet, height is 110 feet.     D. Base is 30 feet, height is 110 feet.      
 Hints: 
 
•  As the image shows, the base of bottom rectangle is 30 feet and the height is 110 feet. 
 





Now let's use the formula and the base and height values we found to calculate the area of 
the bottom rectangle. What is the area of the bottom rectangle? 
 
Algebra: 
3300      
 Hints: 
 
•  In order to find the area of the bottom rectangle, we simply substitute the base and 
height values into the formula. 
 
•  We have 30 feet * 110 feet = 3300 square feet. Therefore, the area of the bottom 











3900      
 Hints: 
 
•  As stated before, the total area of the trapezoid is simply the sum of the area of the top 




•  Since we know the area of the top triangle is 600 square feet and the area of the 







•   
The sum of the areas of the triangle and rectangle is 600 square feet + 3300 square feet = 





4) Assistment #27962 "27962 - 8th Grade - Geometry Review - picture of a spere with diameter 12 Find the 
volume of this sphere."  
 





What is the volume of this sphere? (round to the nearest tenths) 
 
Algebra: 




Let us first find out the formula for calculating the volume of a sphere. What is the 
formula for calculating the volume of a sphere? 
 
Multiple choice: 




•   
A sphere is a three dimensional shape. Therefore, the part of the volume formula is its 
radius raised to its third power. 
 
•  Along with its radius raised to its third power, the other part of the formula is related 
to π. 





Now we know the formula for calculating the volume of the sphere, we simply need to 
substitute the radius value into the formula. However, we are given the diameter of the 





6      
 Hints: 
 •  The radius of a sphere is half of the diameter of that sphere. r = 1/2 * dimeter. 





Now let us solve the original problem. 
  
The sphere below has a diameter of 12. 
 




904.3      
 Hints: 
 •  The radius of the sphere is 6. The formula for calculating the volume of the sphere is 
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4/3 * π *r3. 
 
•  By substituting the radius value we have  
4/3 * π * 63  
1.33* 3.14 * 216 
904.32. 
 
•  Round the value 904.32 to the nearest tenths we have 904.3. Therefore, volume is 




 5) Assistment #27963 "27963 - 8th Grade - Geometry Review - Morph 2003 grade 8 #38"  
 
The figure below shows a square inscribed in a larger square. 
 








In order to find the area of the smaller square, we need to first find the area of the larger 
square then subtract the four triangles from it. 
 
What is the area of the larger square? 
 
Algebra: 
196      
 Hints: 
 
•  The formula for calculating the area of a square is Side * Side. 
  




 •  Hence, the area of the square is 14 * 14 = ? 
 
•  14 * 14 = 196. 
  
Therefore, the area of the larger square is 196. 
  





Now let's find the total area of the four triangles. 
 
What is the total area of these four triangles? 
 
Algebra: 
96      
 Hints: 
 •  As we can see, all four triangles are right triangles. 
  
Therefore, we can find the area of each of them by using the formula 
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Area = Base * Height / 2. 
 
•  We also notice that all four triangles have the same area. In order to find the total area 
of all four triangles, we have: 
  
Total area = area1 + area2 + area3 + area4 
                 = (Base * Height / 2) + (Base * Height / 2) + (Base * Height / 2) + (Base * 
Height / 2) 
                 = (Base * Height / 2) * 4 
  Total area  = Base * Height / 2 * 4 
  
 
•  Now we substitute the values into the simplified formula: 
  
Total area = Base * Height / 2 * 4 
                 = 8 * 6 / 2 * 4 
                 =24 *4 
                 = 96 





Now we know the area of the larger square and the total area of the four triangles, let's try 
solve the original problem. 
  
The figure below shows a square inscribed in a larger square. 
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What is the area of the smaller square? 
 
Algebra: 
100     100 square units.     100 sq. units     100 square units      
 Hints: 
 
•  Recall that the larger square has an area of 196 and the total area of all four triangles 
we identified is 96. 
 
 
•  Just like we planned before, we subtract the total area of the four triangles from the 
area of the larger square to find the area of the smaller square. 






Problem Set "8th Grade Geometry Review Test v1.0 With Tutoring (12 Items)" id:[5546] 
 
 1) Assistment #27959 "27959 - 8th Grade - Geometry Review - Morph 2007 grade 8 #22"  
 
A) Mora bought a box of cereal that was a rectangular prism with a length of 








8      
 Hints: 
 
•  First we should know what vertices are. The word "vertices" is the plural of "vertex". A 
vertex is an intersection point between faces. 
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•  Now we know what vertices are, let's start counting. 
Let's start with the 1st one on the top left corner on the front face. 
 
 
•  The 2nd one on the top right corner on the front face. 
 
 




Therefore, the total number of vertices of Mora's cereal box is 8. Type in 8. 
 
 




6      
 Hints: 
 
•  In order to count the number of faces, we first need to understand what is a face of a 
geometry. "Face" is the bounding surface of a geometric shape, such as the face of a table. 
 
•  Let us count the faces of the box starting from the front face. 




•  Let us keep counting the number of faces. 
 
 •  There are 6 faces. The front and back, the left and right sides and the top and bottom. Type in 6 
 
 
C) Draw a net (flat pattern) that can be folded to form a box with the same dimensions 
as Mora's cereal box. Be sure to label your drawing of the net with the lengths, in 




I have finished the problem on the work sheet.      
 Hints: 
 •  The next hint is a correct answer. If you click "show next hint" again, your teacher will be 
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informed and you will NOT receive any credit. 
 









371.5      
 Hints: 




•  We also notice that the 6 faces are in fact 3 sets of 2 equal sized faces. 
  
The front and the back faces, the left and the right faces and the top and the bottom faces. 
 
•  So in order to find the surface area of the rectangular prism, we can follow the formula: 
  
Surface area = Area of front face + Area of back face + Area of left face + Area of right face 
+ Area of top face + Area of bottom face 
                   = (Area of front face + Area of back face) + (Area of left face + Area of right 
face) + (Area of top face + Area of bottom face) 
Surface area = (2 * Area of front face) + (2 * Area of left face) + (2 * Area of top face) 
 
•  As we can see in the diagram, each face on the rectangular prism is in fact a retangle. This 
means we can use the formula: 
  
Area of face = Base * Height 
 
•  Area of front face = 8.5 * 13 = 110.5 
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Area of left face = 13 * 3.5 = 45.5 
  
Area of top face = 8.5 * 3.5 = 29.75 
 
•  Then by substituting the values we found for each face into the simplified formula: 
Surface area = (2 * Area of front face) + (2 * Area of left face) + (2 * Area of top face) 
                   = (2* 110.5) + (2 * 45.5) + (2 * 29.75) 
                   = 221 + 91 + 59.5 
                   = 371.5 
 •  Therefore, the surface area of the rectangular prism is 371.5. Type in 371.5. 
 
 




386.75      
 Hints: 
 
•  In order to find the volume of the rectangular prism, we first need to know what is the 




•  The formula for calculating the volume of a rectangular prism is: 
  
Volume = Width * Height * Depth. 
 
•  As the diagram shows, the width of the box is 8.5 inch, the height is 13 inch and the depth 
is 3.5 inch. 
 
•  Now we have the formula and the values, we can simply substitute the values into the 
fomula then we have: 
  
Volume = Width * Height * Depth 
             = 8.5 * 3.5 * 13 
             = 386.75. 
  
 •  Therefore, the volume of the rectangular prism is 386.75. Type in 386.75. 
 
 
 2) Assistment #27960 "27960 - Morph 2007 grade 8 #29"  
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A) A rancher has two water tanks. 
* Each water tank is in the shape of a cylinder. 
* The base of each water tank is in the shape of a circle. 
Diagrams of the two water tanks are shown below. 
  
 
What is the circumference, in feet, of the base of Water Tank 1? 
(Use 3.14 for π.) 
 
Fill in: 
25.12      
 Hints: 
 
•  As the problem stated, the base of each water tank is in the shape of a circle. In order to 
find the circumference of the base of Water Tank 1, we simply need to find the 




•  The formula for calculating the circumference of a circle is C = π * D, where D is the 
diameter of the circle. 
 
•  Now by substituting the diameter and π value into the circumference formula we get 3.14 * 
8 = 25.12. 
 •  Therefore, the circumference of the base of Water Tank 1 is 25.12. Type in 25.12. 
 
 
B) The circumference of the base of Water Tank 2 is 6.28 feet longer than that of 
Water Tank 1.  What is the diameter, in feet, of the base of Water Tank 2? 




10      
 Hints: 
 
•  In order to find the diameter of the base of Water Tank 2, we need to know the 
circumference of the base of Water Tank 2. 
 
•  We found the circumference of the base of Water Tank 1 is 25.12 in the previous problem. 
  
This problem states that the circumference of the base of Water Tank 2 is 6.28 longer than 
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that of Water Tank 1. 
  
This means the circumference of the base of Water Tank 2 is 25.12 + 6.28 = 31.4. 
 
•  The relationship between the circumference of a circle and its diameter is given by the 
circumference formula we used in Problem 1.  
  
C = π * D where D is the diameter of the circle. By dividing π from both sides of the formula, 
we have  
  
C / π = D. 
 
•  In order to find the diameter of the base of Water Tank 2, we simply substitue its 
circumference value which we just found into the modified formula. This gives us 
  
D = 31.4 / π 
 
•  Solve the equation 
D = 31.4 / π for D. We have 
D = 31.4 / 3.14 = 10. Therefore, the diameter of the base of Water Tank 2 is 10. Type in 10. 
 
 
C) How many more square feet does the base of Water Tank 2 cover 
than the base of Water Tank 1? 
(Use 3.14 for π. and round to the tenths place) 
 Fill in: 
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Let's first find out the area of the base of Water Tank 1. What is the area covered by the 




50.24      
 Hints: 
 
•  The base of each Water Tank is a circle, so we simply need to find the area of the 
circle with diameter 8. 
 
 
•  The formula for calculating the area of a circle is π * r2, where r is the radius of the 
circle. 
 •  Fortunately, we know the radius is half the diameter . So the radius of the base of 
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Water Tank 1 is 8 / 2 = 4. 
 
•  Now we substitue the radius and π value into the area formula we just found. 
  
We have area = π * r2 = 3.14 * 42 = 50.24. 
  





Now we can use the same strategy to find the area of the base of Water Tank 2. What is 




78.5      
 Hints: 
 
•  The base of each Water Tank is a circle, so we simply need to find the area of the 
circle with diameter 10. 
 




•  Fortunately, we know the radius is half the diameter. So the radius of the base of 
Water Tank 2 is 10 / 2 = 5. 
 
•  Now we substitue the radius and π value into the area formula we just found. 
  
We have area = π * r2 = 3.14 * 52 = 78.5. 
  





Now let's try the original problem again. 
  
How many more square feet does the base of Water Tank 2 cover 
than the base of Water Tank 1? 









•  We found that the area of the base of Water Tank 1 is 50.24 and that of Water Tank 2 
is 78.5. 
 
•  The extra area that the base of Water Tank 2 covers than the base of Water Tank 1 is 
simply the difference between the two areas. 
 
•  The difference between two areas is 78.5 - 50.24 = 28.26. 
  
Round this value to the tenths gives us 28.3. 
  
Therefore, the base of Water Tank 2 convers 28.3 square feet more than the base of 




D) If the height of water tank 1 is 4 feet, what is its volume? 




201.0      
 Hints: 
 •  Water Tank 1 is in a shape of cylinder. In order to find its volume, we need to find the 
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volume of a cylinder with base diameter 8 and height 4. 
 •  The formula for calculating the volume of a cylinder is given by Base Area * Height. 
 
•  We already found that the base area of Water Tank 1 is 50.24. And the problem tells us the 
height is 4. 
 
•  So by substituting the values into the formula we get 50.24 * 4 = 200.96. Round this value 
to the nearest tenths gives us 201.0. 
 •  Therefore, the volume of Water Tank 1 is 201.0. Type in 201.0. 
 
 











We can break this complex problem into two smaller problems by separating the trapezoid 




A. Triangle on top, rectangle on the bottom.     B. Trapezoid on top, sqaure on the 
bottom.     C. Square on top, rectangle on the bottom.     D. Rectangle on top, triangle 
on the bottom.      
 Hints: 
 




•  If we extract the triangle we found, there is a rectangle left on the bottom. 
 
 
•  Therefore, the 2 primitive shapes are the triangle on the top and the rectangle on the 






Now since we know the trapezoid is in fact composed of two primitive shapes, we can 
then find out the area of the trapezoid by calculating the sum of the areas of the two 
primitive shapes. 
So first, let's find out the area of the top triangle. In order to do that, we need to know the 
formula used for calculating the area of a triangle. What is the formula used for calculating 
the top triangle? 
 
Multiple choice: 
A. Base * Height     B. Base * Height * 2     C. Base * Height / 2     D. Base * 
Base      
 Hints: 
 
•  The triangle we found here is evidently a right triangle. It has a base and a height. 
 
 
•  The formula for calculating the area of a right triangle is "Base * Height / 2". 




 Now we know the formula for calculating the area of the top triangle. We just need to 
substitute in the right values from the given problem. What is the base and height values of 
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the top triangle? 
 
Multiple choice: 
A. Base is 30 feet, height is 40 feet.     B. Base is 40 feet, height is 30 feet.     C. 
Base is 110 feet, height is 30 feet.     D. Base is 150 feet, height is 110 feet.      
 Hints: 
 
•  As we can see from this image, the base of the top triangle is also the top edge of the 
bottom rectangle. And since it is a rectangle, the top and bottom edge should be equal in 
length. Therefore, the base of the triangle is 30 feet. 
 
 
•  Now apply the same idea to the height. We can see that the right edge of the bottom 
rectangle has the same length as the left edge which is 110 feet. And the problem tells us 
that the length of the right edge of the whole trapizoid is 150 feet. And the difference 
between these two lengths is exactly the height of the triangle. Therefore, the height of 
the top triangle is 150 feet - 110 feet = 40 feet. 
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the top triangle is 150 feet - 110 feet = 40 feet. 
 





Now we have all the information we need to calculate the area of the top triangle. What is 
the area of the top triangle? 
 
Algebra: 
600      
 Hints: 
 
•  Since we know the base of the triangle is 30 feet and the height is 40 feet. We 
substitute these values into the formula Base * Height / 2. 
 
•  After subsitition we have 30 feet * 40 feet / 2 = 1200 / 2 = 600 Square feet. Therefore, 






In order to calculate the area of the bottom rectangle. Let's find out what the values of its 
base and height. What are the values of the base and height of the bottom rectangle? 
 
Multiple choice: 
A. Base is 30 feet, height is 150 feet.     B. Base is 110 feet, height is 150 feet.     
C. Base is 110 feet, height is 110 feet.     D. Base is 30 feet, height is 110 feet.      
 Hints: 
 
•  As the image shows, the base of bottom rectangle is 30 feet and the height is 110 feet. 
 





Now let's use the formula and the base and height values we found to calculate the area of 
the bottom rectangle. What is the area of the bottom rectangle? 
 
Algebra: 
3300      
 Hints: 
 
•  In order to find the area of the bottom rectangle, we simply substitute the base and 
height values into the formula. 
 
•  We have 30 feet * 110 feet = 3300 square feet. Therefore, the area of the bottom 











3900      
 Hints: 
 
•  As stated before, the total area of the trapezoid is simply the sum of the area of the top 




•  Since we know the area of the top triangle is 600 square feet and the area of the 







•   
The sum of the areas of the triangle and rectangle is 600 square feet + 3300 square feet = 





4) Assistment #27962 "27962 - 8th Grade - Geometry Review - picture of a spere with diameter 12 Find the 
volume of this sphere."  
 





What is the volume of this sphere? (round to the nearest tenths) 
 
Algebra: 




Let us first find out the formula for calculating the volume of a sphere. What is the 
formula for calculating the volume of a sphere? 
 
Multiple choice: 




•   
A sphere is a three dimensional shape. Therefore, the part of the volume formula is its 
radius raised to its third power. 
 
•  Along with its radius raised to its third power, the other part of the formula is related 
to π. 





Now we know the formula for calculating the volume of the sphere, we simply need to 
substitute the radius value into the formula. However, we are given the diameter of the 





6      
 Hints: 
 •  The radius of a sphere is half of the diameter of that sphere. r = 1/2 * dimeter. 





Now let us solve the original problem. 
  
The sphere below has a diameter of 12. 
 




904.3      
 Hints: 
 •  The radius of the sphere is 6. The formula for calculating the volume of the sphere is 
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4/3 * π *r3. 
 
•  By substituting the radius value we have  
4/3 * π * 63  
1.33* 3.14 * 216 
904.32. 
 
•  Round the value 904.32 to the nearest tenths we have 904.3. Therefore, volume is 




 5) Assistment #27963 "27963 - 8th Grade - Geometry Review - Morph 2003 grade 8 #38"  
 
The figure below shows a square inscribed in a larger square. 
 








In order to find the area of the smaller square, we need to first find the area of the larger 
square then subtract the four triangles from it. 
 
What is the area of the larger square? 
 
Algebra: 
196      
 Hints: 
 
•  The formula for calculating the area of a square is Side * Side. 
  




 •  Hence, the area of the square is 14 * 14 = ? 
 
•  14 * 14 = 196. 
  
Therefore, the area of the larger square is 196. 
  





Now let's find the total area of the four triangles. 
 
What is the total area of these four triangles? 
 
Algebra: 
96      
 Hints: 
 •  As we can see, all four triangles are right triangles. 
  
Therefore, we can find the area of each of them by using the formula 
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Area = Base * Height / 2. 
 
•  We also notice that all four triangles have the same area. In order to find the total area 
of all four triangles, we have: 
  
Total area = area1 + area2 + area3 + area4 
                 = (Base * Height / 2) + (Base * Height / 2) + (Base * Height / 2) + (Base * 
Height / 2) 
                 = (Base * Height / 2) * 4 
  Total area  = Base * Height / 2 * 4 
  
 
•  Now we substitute the values into the simplified formula: 
  
Total area = Base * Height / 2 * 4 
                 = 8 * 6 / 2 * 4 
                 =24 *4 
                 = 96 





Now we know the area of the larger square and the total area of the four triangles, let's try 
solve the original problem. 
  
The figure below shows a square inscribed in a larger square. 
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What is the area of the smaller square? 
 
Algebra: 
100     100 square units.     100 sq. units     100 square units      
 Hints: 
 
•  Recall that the larger square has an area of 196 and the total area of all four triangles 
we identified is 96. 
 
 
•  Just like we planned before, we subtract the total area of the four triangles from the 
area of the larger square to find the area of the smaller square. 





Assistment #42296 "42296 - 30509 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Properties of Geometric 
Figures " 
 





Assistment #42299 "42299 - 30509 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Properties of Geometric 
Figures " 
 





Assistment #42301 "42301 - 30509 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Properties of Geometric 
Figures " 
 




Assistment #42302 "42302 - 30509 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Properties of Geometric 
Figures " 
 
How many vertices are there in a 






Assistment #42296 "42296 - 30509 - 8th Grade - Geometry Review - Properties of Geometric Figures " 
 





5      
 Hints: 
 •  First we should know what vertices are. 
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The word "vertices" is actually the plural of "vertex". 
  
A vertex is an intersection point between faces. 
  
So in order to find the number of vertices on a figure, we just count each individual vertex of 
the figure. 
 
•  Now we know what vertices are, let's start counting. 
Let's start with the 1st one pointed by the arrow. 
 
 
•  The 2nd one. 
 




Therefore, the total number of vertices of the figure is 5. Type in 5.                  
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Assistment #42326 "42326 - 31692 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Properties of Geometric 
Figures " 
 
How many faces are there in a Pyramid  
 
   
Assistment #42327 "42327 - 31692 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Properties of Geometric 
Figures " 
 
How many faces are there in a Diamond  
 
   
Assistment #42328 "42328 - 31692 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Properties of Geometric 
Figures " 
 




Assistment #42329 "42329 - 31692 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Properties of Geometric 
Figures " 
 





Assistment #42326 "42326 - 31692 - 8th Grade - Geometry Review - Properties of Geometric Figures " 
 




5      
 Hints: 
 
•  First we should know what faces are. 
  
A face is a boundary surface of a geometric figure. 
  
So in order to find the number of faces on a figure, we just count each individual boundary 
face of the figure. 
 
•  Now we know what faces are, let's start counting. 




•  The 2nd one. 
 
 
•  As we can see from the image below, there are 5 faces in total. 
 
  
Therefore, the total number of faces of the figure is 5. Type in 5.  
Assistment #42356 "42356 - 30857 - 30509 - 8th 
Grade - Geometry Review - Nets of 3D figures" 
 
Which one of the flat nets represent the 





Assistment #42357 "42357 - 30857 - 30509 - 8th 
Grade - Geometry Review - Nets of 3D figures" 
 
Which one of the flat nets represent the 








Assistment #42356 "42356 - 30857 - 30509 - 8th Grade - Geometry Review - Nets of 3D figures" 
 






a       
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Assistment #42386 "42386 - 31684 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Area of Polygons." 
 
The rectangular prism below has a width of 
2, a length of 5, and a depth of 4. 
 
What is the surface area of this rectangular 
prism? 
   
Assistment #42388 "42388 - 31684 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Area of Polygons." 
 
The rectangular prism below has a width of 
1, a length of 4, and a depth of 3. 
 
What is the surface area of this rectangular 
prism? 
   
Assistment #42389 "42389 - 31684 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Area of Polygons." 
 
The rectangular prism below has a width of 
3, a length of 3, and a depth of 5. 
 
What is the surface area of this rectangular 
prism? 
     
Assistment #42390 "42390 - 31684 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Area of Polygons." 
 
The rectangular prism below has a width of 
5, a length of 6, and a depth of 6. 
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Assistment #42386 "42386 - 31684 - 8th Grade - Geometry Review - Area of Polygons." 
 
The rectangular prism below has a width of 2, a length of 5, and a depth of 4. 
 
What is the surface area of this rectangular prism? 
 
Algebra: 
76      
 Hints: 
 




•   
We also notice that the 6 faces are in fact 3 sets of 2 equal sized faces. 
  
The front and the back faces, the left and the right faces and the top and the bottom faces. 
 
•  So in order to find the surface area of the rectangular prism, we can follow the formula: 
  
Surface area = Area of front face + Area of back face + Area of left face + Area of right 
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face + Area of top face + Area of bottom face 
                   = (Area of front face + Area of back face) + (Area of left face + Area of right 
face) + (Area of top face + Area of bottom face) 
Surface area = (2 * Area of front face) + (2 * Area of left face) + (2 * Area of top face) 
 
•   
As we can see in the diagram, each face on the rectangular prism is in fact a retangle. This 
means we can use the formula: 
  




•  Area of front face = 2 * 5 = 10 
  
Area of left face = 5 * 4 = 20 
  
Area of top face = 2 * 4 = 8 
 
•  Then by substituting the values we found for each face into the simplified formula: 
Surface area = (2 * Area of front face) + (2 * Area of left face) + (2 * Area of top face) 
                   = (2* 10) + (2 * 20) + (2 * 8) 
                   = 20 + 40 + 16 
                   = 76 
 •  Therefore, the surface area of the rectangular prism is 76. Type in 76.  
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Assistment #42484 "42484 - 31688 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Volume." 
 
The rectangular prism below has a width of 
4, a length of 5, and a depth of 3. 
 
What is the volume of this rectangular 
prism? 
    
Assistment #42485 "42485 - 31688 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Volume." 
 
The rectangular prism below has a width of 
5, a length of 5, and a depth of 2. 
 




Assistment #42490 "42490 - 31688 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Volume." 
 
The rectangular prism below has a width of 
2, a length of 1, and a depth of 6. 
 
What is the volume of this rectangular 
prism? 
     
Assistment #42491 "42491 - 31688 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Volume." 
 
The rectangular prism below has a width of 
2, a length of 4, and a depth of 3. 
 
What is the volume of this rectangular 
prism? 
    
Assistment #42492 "42492 - 31688 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Volume." 
 
The rectangular prism below has a width of 
4, a length of 3, and a depth of 7. 
 






Assistment #42484 "42484 - 31688 - 8th Grade - Geometry Review - Volume." 
 
The rectangular prism below has a width of 4, a length of 5, and a depth of 3. 
 
What is the volume of this rectangular prism? 
 
Algebra: 
60      
 Hints: 
 
•   
 
The formula for calculating the volume of a rectangular prism is: 
  




•   
As the problem describes, the width of the box is 4, the length is 5 and the depth is 3. 
  
 




Now we have the formula and the values, we can simply substitute the values into the fomula 
then we have: 
  
Volume = Width * Length * Depth 
             = 4 * 5 * 3 
             = 60 
Therefore, the volume of the rectangular prism is 60. Type in 60.         
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Assistment #42514 "42514 - Circumference Of 
Circle :   using radius with real context" 
 
John wants to construct a fence around his 
farm. 
 
The farm is circular in shape with a radius 
of 10 ft. 
 
What is the length of fencing material he 
will need to fence one complete circle 
around his farm? 
  
(Use 3.14 for the value of Π (pi)) 
    
Assistment #42517 "42517 - Circumference Of 
Circle :   using radius with real context" 
 
Shawn wants to construct a fence around 
his playground. 
 
The playground is circular in shape with a 
radius of 13 ft. 
 
What is the length of fencing material he 
will need to fence one complete circle 
around his playground? 
  
(Use 3.14 for the value of Π (pi)) 
    
Assistment #42520 "42520 - Circumference Of 
Circle :   using radius with real context" 
 
John wants to construct a fence around his 
farm. 
 
The farm is circular in shape with a radius 
of 2 ft. 
 
What is the length of fencing material he 
will need to fence one complete circle 
around his farm? 
  
(Use 3.14 for the value of Π (pi)) 
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Assistment #42520 "42520 - Circumference Of 
Circle :   using radius with real context" 
 
John wants to construct a fence around his 
farm. 
 
The farm is circular in shape with a radius 
of 2 ft. 
 
What is the length of fencing material he 
will need to fence one complete circle 
around his farm? 
  





Assistment #42514 "42514 - Circumference Of Circle :   using radius with real context" 
 
John wants to construct a fence around his farm. 
 
The farm is circular in shape with a radius of 10 ft. 
 
What is the length of fencing material he will need to fence one complete circle around his 
farm? 
  
(Use 3.14 for the value of Π (pi)) 
 
Algebra: 
62.8     2      
 Hints: 
 •  John's farm is circular in shape.  
 
•  The length of fencing material required for one complete circle is given by the 
circumference of his farm. 
 





•  Remember the formula that gives the circumference of a circle when its radius is given, 
 
circumference = 2 * Π * radius 
 
Use the formula above to find the length of the fencing material. 
 
(Round your answer to the 100th decimal place.)  
 
•  Circumference = 2 * Π * radius 
 = 2 * 3.14 * 10 ft 




Thus 62.8 ft is the required length of the fencing material. 
 
Type in 62.8  
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Assistment #42644 "42644 - 31689 - 8th Grade 
Geometry Review - Circumference" 
 
If the circumference of the base of the 
cylinder is 12 
 
  
What is the diameter of the base of the 
cylinder? 
(Round to the nearest integer) 
    
Assistment #42647 "42647 - 31689 - 8th Grade 
Geometry Review - Circumference" 
 
If the circumference of the base of the 
cylinder is 1 
 
  
What is the diameter of the base of the 
cylinder? 
(Round to the nearest integer) 
     
Assistment #42650 "42650 - 31689 - 8th Grade 
Geometry Review - Circumference" 
 
If the circumference of the base of the 
cylinder is 4 
 
  
What is the diameter of the base of the 
cylinder? 
(Round to the nearest integer) 
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Assistment #42660 "42660 - 31689 - 8th Grade 
Geometry Review - Circumference" 
 
If the circumference of the base of the 
cylinder is 17 
 
  
What is the diameter of the base of the 
cylinder? 





Assistment #42644 "42644 - 31689 - 8th Grade Geometry Review - Circumference" 
 
If the circumference of the base of the cylinder is 12 
 
  
What is the diameter of the base of the cylinder? 
(Round to the nearest integer) 
 
Algebra: 
4      
 Hints: 
 
•  First, we realize that the base of a cylinder is a circle. 
  
Then we need to find the relationship between the circumference of a circle and its diameter. 
 
•   
The relationship between the circumference of a circle and its diameter is given by the 
circumference formula: 
  
C = π * D 
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where C is the circumference of the circle and D is the diameter of the circle. 
  
Now, by dividing π from both sides of the formula, we have 
  




D = C / π 
  
 
•  In order to find the diameter of the base of the cylinder, we substitue the given 
circumference value into the modified formula. 
  
D = 12 / π 
  
   = 3.82165605095541 
 
•  Round the answer to the nearest integer, we have 4. 
  
Therefore, the diameter of the base of the cylinder is 4. Type in 4.   
Assistment #42674 "42674 - Area of circle using 
radius with real context" 
 Danny wants to carpet his office. 
   166 
  
The office is circular in shape with a radius 
of 11ft. 
  
What area of carpet will he need to cover 
the office? 
  
(Use 3.14 for the value of Π (pi)) 
     
Assistment #42677 "42677 - Area of circle using 
radius with real context" 
 
Danny wants to carpet his office. 
  
The office is circular in shape with a radius 
of 16ft. 
  
What area of carpet will he need to cover 
the office? 
  
(Use 3.14 for the value of Π (pi)) 
     
Assistment #42680 "42680 - Area of circle using 
radius with real context" 
 
Danny wants to carpet his room. 
  
The room is circular in shape with a radius 
of 14ft. 
  
What area of carpet will he need to cover 
the room? 
  
(Use 3.14 for the value of Π (pi)) 
   
Assistment #42691 "42691 - Area of circle using 
radius with real context" 
 
Jane wants to carpet her office. 
  




What area of carpet will she need to cover 
the office? 
  





Assistment #42674 "42674 - Area of circle using radius with real context" 
 
Danny wants to carpet his office. 
  
The office is circular in shape with a radius of 11ft. 
  
What area of carpet will he need to cover the office? 
  
(Use 3.14 for the value of Π (pi)) 
 
Algebra: 
379.94      
 Hints: 
 •  Danny's office is circular in shape so the carpet needed should also be circular.  
 









•  The formula for the area of a circle when its radius is given is, 
 
area = Π * (radius)2 
 
Therefore, 
area = 3.14 * (11ft)2 
 
We can use this expression to find the area of the carpet. 
 
(Do not forget to round your answer to the 100th decimal place.) 
 
 
•  Area = 3.14 * 11ft * 11ft 
 = 379.94ft2     
 
 
Thus the area of carpet required is 379.94ft2. 
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Type in 379.94.  
Assistment #42764 "42764 - 31687 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Volume." 
 
If the diameter of the base of the cylinder is 
4 and the height of the cylinder is 3, what is 
its volume? 




Assistment #42767 "42767 - 31687 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Volume." 
 
If the diameter of the base of the cylinder is 
4 and the height of the cylinder is 5, what is 
its volume? 




Assistment #42770 "42770 - 31687 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Volume." 
 
If the diameter of the base of the cylinder is 
5 and the height of the cylinder is 3, what is 
its volume? 




Assistment #42775 "42775 - 31687 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Volume." 
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If the diameter of the base of the cylinder is 
7 and the height of the cylinder is 1, what is 
its volume? 







Assistment #42764 "42764 - 31687 - 8th Grade - Geometry Review - Volume." 
 
If the diameter of the base of the cylinder is 4 and the height of the cylinder is 3, what is its 
volume? 





38      
 Hints: 
 •  The formula for calculating the volume of a cylinder is given by Base Area * Height. 
 
•   
 
The Base Area of of a cylinder is a circle. Therefore, the Base Area is just the area of a circle 
with a diameter of 4. 
  
 
•   
Base Area = π * radius2 
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                = π * (diameter/2)2 
  
                = 3.14 * (4/2)2 
  
                = 3.14 * 22 
  
                = 12.56 
  
 
•   
 
Now by substituting the Base Area value we just found and the given Height value into the 
formula we get 
  
Volume = Base Area * Height 
  
             = 12.56 * 3 
  
             = 37.68 
 
•   
Round the volume value to the nearest integer gives us 38. 
  
Therefore, the volume of the cylinder is 38. Type in 38.  
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Assistment #42876 "42876 - 31690 - 8th Grade 
Geometry Review - Area of Polygons" 
 
The height1 has a value of 12, height2 has 
a value of 1 and the base has a value of 4 
 
What is the area of this trapezoid? 
    
 
Assistment #42880 "42880 - 31690 - 8th Grade 
Geometry Review - Area of Polygons" 
 
The height1 has a value of 11, height2 has 
a value of 5 and the base has a value of 3 
 




Assistment #42876 "42876 - 31690 - 8th Grade 
Geometry Review - Area of Polygons" 
 
The height1 has a value of 12, height2 has 
a value of 1 and the base has a value of 4 
   175 
 
What is the area of this trapezoid? 
 
Algebra: 




We can break this complex problem 
into two smaller problems by 
separating the trapezoid into 2 separate 
shapes. One on the top, one on the 




Triangle on top, rectangle on the 
bottom.     Trapezoid on top, sqaure 
on the bottom.     Square on top, 
rectangle on the bottom.     Rectangle 
on top, triangle on the bottom.      
 Hints: 
 
•  There is a triangle on the top part 
of the trapezoid. 
 
 
•  If we extract the triangle we found, 





•  Therefore, the 2 primitive shapes 
are the triangle on the top and the 





Now since we know the trapezoid is in 
fact composed of two primitive shapes, 
we can then find out the area of the 
trapezoid by calculating the sum of the 
areas of the two primitive shapes. 
  
So first, let's find out the area of the top 
triangle. In order to do that, we need to 
know the formula used for calculating 
 
Multiple choice: 
Base * Height     Base * Height * 
2     Base * Height / 2     Base * 
Base      
 Hints: 
 
•  The triangle we found here is 
evidently a right triangle. It has a base 
and a height. 
 
 
•  The formula for calculating the 
area of a right triangle is "Base * 




Now we know the formula for 
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calculating the area of the top triangle. 
We just need to substitute in the right 
values from the given problem. 
 
What is the base and height values of 
the top triangle? 
 
Multiple choice: 
Base is 4, height is 11.     Base is 
40 feet, height is 30 feet.     Base is 
110 feet, height is 30 feet.     Base is 
150 feet, height is 110 feet.      
 Hints: 
 
•  As we can see from this image, the 
base of the top triangle is also the top 
 
Multiple choice: 
Base is 4, height is 11.     Base is 
40 feet, height is 30 feet.     Base is 
110 feet, height is 30 feet.     Base is 
150 feet, height is 110 feet.      
 Hints: 
 
•  As we can see from this image, the 
base of the top triangle is also the top 
•  Now apply the same idea to the 
height. 
  
We can see that the right edge of the 
   178 
  
And the problem tells us that the 
length of the right edge of the whole 
trapizoid is 12. 
  
And the difference between these two 
lengths is exactly the height of the 
triangle. 
  
Therefore, the height of the top 
triangle is 12 - 1 = 11. 
 
 
•  Therefore, the base of the top 





Now we have all the information we 
need to calculate the area of the top 





22      
 Hints: 
 
•  Since we know the base of the 
triangle is 4 and the height is 11. 
  
We substitute these values into the 
formula Base * Height / 2. 
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•  After subsitition we have 
  
Area = Base * Height / 2 
  
       = 4 * 11 / 2 
  
       = 22 
  





In order to calculate the area of the 
bottom rectangle, let's find out what the 
values of its base and height. 
\ 
What are the values of the base and 
 
Multiple choice: 
Base is 30 feet, height is 150 feet.     
Base is 110 feet, height is 150 feet.     
Base is 110 feet, height is 110 feet.     
Base is 4, height is 1.      
 Hints: 
 
•  As the image shows, the base of 
bottom rectangle is base 4 and the 
height is height2 1. 
  
 
•  Therefore, the base is 4 and the 





Now let's use the formula and the base 
and height values we found to calculate 
the area of the bottom rectangle. 
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4      
 Hints: 
 
•  In order to find the area of the 
bottom rectangle, we simply 
substitute the base and height values 
into the formula. 
 
•  We have 
  
Area = Base * Height 
  
      = 4 * 1. 
  
      = 4 
  
Therefore, the area of the bottom 
rectangle is 4. 
 
Algebra: 
4      
 Hints: 
 
•  In order to find the area of the 
bottom rectangle, we simply 
substitute the base and height values 
into the formula. 
 
•  We have 
  
Area = Base * Height 
  
      = 4 * 1. 
  
      = 4 
  
Therefore, the area of the bottom 




 Now try the original question again. 
  
The height1 has a value of 12, height2 has a value 
of 1 and the base has a value of 4 
 




26      
 Hints: 
 
•  As stated before, the total area of 
the trapezoid is simply the sum of the 
area of the top triangle and the area of 






26      
 Hints: 
 
•  As stated before, the total area of 
the trapezoid is simply the sum of the 
area of the top triangle and the area of 
the bottom rectangle. 
 
 
•  Since we know the area of the top 
triangle is 22 and the area of the 




26      
 Hints: 
 
•  As stated before, the total area of 
the trapezoid is simply the sum of the 
area of the top triangle and the area of 
the bottom rectangle. 
 
 
•  Since we know the area of the top 
triangle is 22 and the area of the 
bottom rectangle is 4. 
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The sum of the areas of the triangle 
and rectangle is 
  
22 + 4 = 26 
  




Assistment #43092 "43092 - 31680 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Volume." 
 
The sphere below has a diameter of 1. 
  
What is the volume of this sphere? (round 
to the nearest integer) 
    
Assistment #43095 "43095 - 31680 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Volume." 
 The sphere below has a diameter of 9. 
  
What is the volume of this sphere? (round 
to the nearest integer) 
     
Assistment #43100 "43100 - 31680 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Volume." 
 
The sphere below has a diameter of 7. 
  
What is the volume of this sphere? (round 
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to the nearest integer)   
Assistment #43092 "43092 - 31680 - 8th Grade - Geometry Review - Volume." 
 
The sphere below has a diameter of 1. 
  
What is the volume of this sphere? (round to the nearest integer) 
 
Algebra: 




Let us first find out the formula for calculating the volume of a sphere. What is the formula 




A. 4/3 * π * r^3     B. 3/4 * π * r^3     C. π * r^2     D. π * r^3      
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A. 4/3 * π * r^3     B. 3/4 * π * r^3     C. π * r^2     D. π * r^3      
 Hints: 
 
•   
A sphere is a three dimensional shape. Therefore, the part of the volume formula is its 
radius raised to its third power. 
 
•  Along with its radius raised to its third power, the other part of the formula is related 
to π. 





Now we know the formula for calculating the volume of the sphere, we simply need to 
substitute the radius value into the formula. 
  





0.5      
 Hints: 
 •  The radius of a sphere is half of the diameter of that sphere. r = 1/2 * dimeter. 





Now let us solve the original problem. 
  
The sphere below has a diameter of 1. 
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1      
 Hints: 
 
•  The radius of the sphere is 0.5. The formula for calculating the volume of the sphere is 
4/3 * π *r3. 
 
•  By substituting the radius value we have  
4/3 * π * 0.53  
1.33* 3.14 * 0.5*0.5*0.5 
0.523333333333333 
 
•  Round the value 0.523333333333333 to the nearest integer we have 1. Therefore, 
volume is 1. 
  




Assistment #43122 "43122 - 31691 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Area of Polygons" 
 
The figure below shows a square inscribed 
in a larger square, with a is 2 and b is 1. 
 
What is the area of the smaller square? 
  
    
Assistment #43125 "43125 - 31691 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Area of Polygons" 
 
The figure below shows a square inscribed 
in a larger square, with a is 3 and b is 1. 
 
What is the area of the smaller square? 
  
    
Assistment #43127 "43127 - 31691 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Area of Polygons" 
 
The figure below shows a square inscribed 
in a larger square, with a is 3 and b is 3. 
 




Assistment #43130 "43130 - 31691 - 8th Grade - 
Geometry Review - Area of Polygons" 
 
The figure below shows a square inscribed 
in a larger square, with a is 6 and b is 2. 
 




Assistment #43122 "43122 - 31691 - 8th Grade - Geometry Review - Area of Polygons" 
 
The figure below shows a square inscribed in a larger square, with a is 2 and b is 1. 
 








In order to find the area of the smaller square, we need to first find the area of the larger 
square then subtract the four triangles from it. 
 
What is the area of the larger square? 
 
Algebra: 
9      
  
9      
 Hints: 
 
•  The formula for calculating the area of a square is Side * Side. 
  
In our case, the side is 
Side = a + b 
      = 2 + 1 
      = 3. 
 
  
 •  Hence, the area of the square is 3 * 3 = ? 
 
•  Area = size * side 
  
       = 3 * 3 
  
       = 9 
  
  
Therefore, the area of the larger square is 9. 
  





Now let's find the total area of the four triangles. 
 
What is the total area of these four triangles? 
 
Algebra: 
4      
 Hints: 
 
•  As we can see, all four triangles are right triangles. 
  
Therefore, we can find the area of each of them by using the formula 
  
Area = Base * Height / 2. 
 
•  We also notice that all four triangles have the same area. In order to find the total area 
of all four triangles, we have: 
  
Total area = area1 + area2 + area3 + area4 
                 = (Base * Height / 2) + (Base * Height / 2) + (Base * Height / 2) + (Base * 
Height / 2) 
  
  
Total area = area1 + area2 + area3 + area4 
                 = (Base * Height / 2) + (Base * Height / 2) + (Base * Height / 2) + (Base * 
Height / 2) 
                 = (Base * Height / 2) * 4 
  
Total area  = Base * Height / 2 * 4 
  
 
•  Now we substitute the values into the simplified formula: 
  
Total area = Base * Height / 2 * 4 
              = 2 * 1 / 2 * 4 
              = 1 * 4 
              = 4 





Now we know the area of the larger square and the total area of the four triangles, let's try 
solve the original problem. 
  
The figure below shows a square inscribed in a larger square, with a is 2 and b is 1. 
  
 





5      
 Hints: 
 
•  Recall that the larger square has an area of 9 and the total area of all four triangles we 
identified is 4. 
 
 
•  Just like we planned before, we subtract the total area of the four triangles from the area 
of the larger square to find the area of the smaller square. 




Assistment – Yuan Shi 
Assistment #30998 "30998 - Looking for Pythagoras Investigation 2 #5" 
 which of the answer choice shows the following numbers arranged from 
least to greatest? 
3,  √10,   -√24,   -5,  -9,  -7.2 
 
 Multiple choice: 
 
 
A. -9, -√24, -5, √10, 3, 7.2 
 
B. -9, -5, -√24, 3, √10, 7.2 
 
C. 7.2, √10, 3, -√24, -5, -9 
 






 let's start by looking the table of square and perfect square roots. Notice 
the interger number the perfect square roots represent. 
√1 =  √1x1 =1                           12 =1x1 = 1 
√4 = √2x2 =2                            22 =2x2 = 4 
√9 = √3x3 = 3                           32 =3x3 = 9 
√16  = √4x4 = 4                        42 =4x4 = 16 
√25  = √5x5 =5                         52 =5x5 = 25 
√36 = √6x6 =6                          62 =6x6 = 36 
 √49 = √7x7 =7                         72 =7x7 = 49 
 Lets estimate all the square roots 
first:√10 is larger than 3 since 3² = 9-
√24 is a little more than -5 since 5² = 25 
 First let us find the smallest value. Since negtive number is smaller than 
positive number. Lets find the smallest negtive value. You can clearly see 
that -9 is the smallest negtive number. 
 
  
 Then, lets compare -5 and -√24. -√24 is a little more than -5. That means -
5 is smaller than -√24 and larger than -9. 
 -√24 is the only other negative number besides -5 and -9, that means it is 
the third smallest number. 
 
 Of the positive values remaining, let's first compare 3 and √10. 3 is equal 
to √(3²) so that we can represent 3 as √9 and then compare it with √10. √10 
is larger than 3. so 3 is the smallest positive number. 
 
  and finally, 7.2 is much larger than √10 because 72= 49 which is larger 
than 10.thus, the largest number is 7.2 
 
 The only answer choice with the first three values correctly in order from 







Assistment #30172 "30172 - Looking for Pythagoras Investigation 1 #1" 
 What is the point half way from A to B if you "fly by helicopter"? In 

















 Start by drawing the legs of the triangle formed by the line from A to B. 
The midpoint of AB is at the middle of both the red and blue legs. Find the 






Once you have the triangle drawn, and the midpoints of the two legs found, 
you can find the midpoint as shown in the image below. Now you need to 



















Assistment #30215 "30215 - Looking for Pythagoras Investigation 1 #3" 
 Suppose you want to place two points Y and T on the graph such that 
PYTQ is a non-rectangular parallelogram. Which of these possibilities 




 A) T = (-3, -2) Y = (-3, 2)      B) T = (-2,-4) Y = (-1,3)      C) T = (-








 This is a drawing of option A. Notice that there are 4 right angles.  That 
makes this version of PYTH a rectangle. We are looking for a non 




















Assistment #30174 "30174 - Looking for Pythagoras Investigation 3 #1" 
 What is the length of the hypotenuse of the right triangle shown below? 
 
Fill in: 




 The Pythagorean Theorem is shown below. The values of a and b are 
given as 5 and 12 respectively. Plus in the values of a and b into the 
Pythagorean Theorem and solve for c. 
 
 After plugging in the values of a and b, you get the equation:c² = 5² + 




 After simplifying the right hand side of the equation, you get the 
equation:c² = 144+ 25orc² = 169Take the square root of both sides to 
find the value of c. 
 
 c = √169 
 













 Use the pythagorean theorem to find the distance from point P to point Y. 








 Start by drawing the line PY and the right triangle it forms. 
 
 Your picture should look like this. Now use the Pythagorean Theorem to 
find the distance between the two points. 
 
 
The Pythagorean Theorem is shown below. You need to find the length of the legs in 
order to use it. 
  
The length of the legs are 3 and 4. Plug the leg lengths into the Pythagorean 
Theorem and find the length of c, the hypotenuse. 
 
 Plugging in the length of the legs gives you the equation:c² = 
3² + 4²Solve for the value of c. 
 c² = 3² + 4²c² = 9 + 16c² = 25 
Find c by taking the square root of both sides of the equation. 
  
Taking the square root of both sides of the equation gives you the value of c: 
c = √25 so that c = 5. 
type the answer 5. 
 
  
Assistment #30176 "30176 - Looking for Pythagoras Investigation 4 #3" 
 How long is side PY in the right triangle if angle PYT is right angle? 
 Fill in: 





 The length of the hypotenuse and one leg has been given to you. Using the 
Pythagorean Theorem, you can solve for the last leg! 
 
 The Pythagorean Theorem is shown above. Plug in the length of the 






 What is x in the 
equation:10² = x² + 8² 
 
 Simpifying the equation gives 
you:100 = x² + 64 
 
 By subtracting both sides of the equation by 64, you get the equation: x² = 
36 
 
 Taking the square root of both sides of the equation gives you the value of 
x. 
 





Assistment #30177 "30177 - Looking for Pythagoras Investigation 4 #1" 
 The hypotenuse of a right isoceles triangle is 16 feet. How long is one leg 
of this triangle? 
 
 Multiple choice: 




 Start by drawing a picture of this triangle. 
 
  
 The triangle you drew should look like this since it is both a right triangle 
and a isoceles triangle. An isoceles triangle has two equal sides. 
 
 
Using the pythagorean theorem, find the length of one leg. 
 Solve for x in this 
equation:16² = x² + x² 
 
 Simplifying the equation gives 
you:256 = 2 * x² 
 
 Further simplifying the equation gives you: x² = 256 / 2 = 128 
 
  
 Taking the square root of both sides gives you:x = 





Assistment #41937 "41937 - Looking for Pythagoras Investigation 4 #2" 
 A climber at a park looks like the picture below.  
 




 Fill in: 




To find the distance from A to B to C to D, you need to find the length of 




The length of BC is given to be 8. 
  
You can find the length of AB and CD using the Pythagorean Theorem. 
  
First, you must find the length of the unknown leg. What is the length of the 
unknown leg AE? 
 
 Algebra: 





 You will notice that ΔABE and ΔDCF are congruent triangles. Thus, we 
know that AE = FD. 
 
  
You can see that AE + EF + FD = 14 and EF =8 and AE = FD. what is AE equal to? 
Since we already know that AE + EF + FD =14 and EF =8 and AE = FD. We 
can rewrite the equation as 2xAE +8 =14. 
Thus, we solve for AE = FD = 3.  type in 3 
Scaffold: 
  
 Now, you already know the length of the leg is 3 and you can use 
pythagoras theorem to find the length of AB and CD which are labeled in 
blue. 
What is the length of AB? (this will also be the lenght of CD since this is an 
Isosceles Trapezoid.) 
Algebra: 





 Use the Pythagorean Theorem   
  
In our triangle  AE= 3, BE = 4, Now find AB 
 
AB2 = AE2 +BE2.    




AB2 = 9 + 16 
AB2=25. 
AB =5 




 Let's now, go back to the original problem. 
A climber at a park looks like the picture below.  









 Let's review what we have done so far.Fist we solved the leg of this 











Now, in order to find the distance from A to D, we just need to add all the 
distance up. 
 
AB + BC + CD = 5 + 8 + 5 = 18. The distance from A to B to C to D is 18. 
















Assistment #30179 "30179 - Looking for Pythagoras Investigation 2 #4" 








 Start by drawing a right triangle with AB as the hypotenus.  Then you can 
use the Pythagorean Theorem to find AB. 
 
  
 Here is the picture.  Use the pythagorean theorem to find AB. 
 
The pythagoean theorem says that : 
AB2 = AC2 + BC2  
  
Also AC =3 and BC = 2 
 AC2 + CB2 = AB232   
+  22   = AB2 9   +    
4    =  AB2       
13       =   AB2 
 AB2=13 √AB2=√13AB =√13the length of the side AB 
















Assistment #41781 "41781 - 27964 - 8th Grade - Looking for Pythagoras - Problem 
10" 
 A) What is the first whole number greater than √10? 
 
 Algebra: 





Let's start by finding some square roots of the perfect square then we can 
go back to solve the original problem. 








Here is the table for some perfect square roots 
√1 =  √1x1 =1                           12 =1x1 = 1 
√4 = √2x2 =2                            22 =2x2 = 4 
√9 = √3x3 = 3                           32 =3x3 = 9 
√16  = √4x4 = 4                        42 =4x4 = 16 
√25  = √5x5 =5                         52 =5x5 = 25 
  
√36 = √6x6 =6                          62 =6x6 = 36 
 √49 = √7x7 =7                         72 =7x7 = 49  
can you find √9 from the table? 
 
 





let's explore one more square root before going back to the original 
problem. 
what is √16? 
 
Fill in: 




Let's start by looking at the table of perfect square root and perfect squares. 
 










Only perfect square root can be whole number. 
are there any perfect square roots between √9 and √16? 
 
Multiple choice: 




Look at the table below. It has already listed all the perfect square roots 










Is  √9 <√10 <√16 true?  
 
Multiple choice: 




based on what we have done so far. compare √10 with √9 and √16 from the 
table of perfect square roots. 
 











Now let's go back to the original problem. 
what is the first whole number greater than √10? 
 
Fill in: 




Let's review what we have done so far.first, we have found the table of 




Second, we have found √9 =3third, we have found √16 =4 
 
 Then, we find out that there is no perfect square root between √9 and 
√16.the table below √10 is between √9 and √16. 
 
 
also, only perfect square root can be whole number. 
  
 
 so the first whole number greater than √10 is √16 which is 
4.type in 4 
 
B) What is the value of the expression below? 
  
                   √49 + 3 * 5 
 Fill in: 






We can use order of operations to find the value of the expression  
                   √49 + 3 * 5 
  
Remember the Order of Operations 
     1. Parenthesis 
     2. Exponents (powers, roots, etc) 
     3. Multiplication & Division (from left to right) 
     4. Addition & Subtraction (from left to right) 
 This can be remembered as PEMDAS. 
  
So first we do the "Exponents (powers, roots, etc)" 
What is the value of √49? 
 
Fill in: 











you can see from the table that √49 is a perfect square root and its value is 7. 




This is what we have done so far 
   √49 + 3 * 5 
           7+3*5 
Remember the Order of Operations 
     1. Parenthesis 
     2. Exponents (powers, roots, etc) 
     3. Multiplication & Division (from left to right) 
     4. Addition & Subtraction (from left to right) 
 This can be remembered as PEMDAS. 
  
Now, we need to do multiplication. 
what is 3*5 ? 
 
Fill in: 








Now Let's return to the Original Problem 
what is √49 +3*5? 
 
Fill in: 




Let's review what we have done so far. 
 So far we have follow the order of operation  done this much of the 
problem. 
√49 + 3*5 
  7 + 3*5 
  7 + 15 
  








1) Assistment #43562 "43562 - 30998 - Looking for 
Pythagoras Investigation 2 #5"  
 











3) Assistment #43604 "43604 - 30998 - Looking for 
Pythagoras Investigation 2 #5"  
  which of the answer choice shows the following numbers arranged from least to 








Assistment #43562 "43562 - 30998 - Looking for Pythagoras Investigation 2 #5" 
 which of the answer choice shows the following numbers arranged from 
least to greatest? 
-9.3   -√67   -1.6    √34  3.2   √56 
 
 Multiple choice: 
 
-9.3 < -√67 < -1.6 < 3.2 < √34 < √56 
 
-√67 < -9.3 < -1.6 < √56<3.2<√34 
 
-9.3 < -1.6 < -√67 < 3.2 < √56 < √34 
 






 Lets estimate all the square roots first: √1 = 
√1x1 =1                           12 =1x1 = 1√4 = 
√2x2 =2                            22 =2x2 = 4√9 = 
√3x3 = 3                           32 =3x3 = 9√16  = 
√4x4 = 4                        42 =4x4 = 16√25  = 
√5x5 =5                         52 =5x5 = 25√36 = 
√6x6 =6                          62 =6x6 = 36 √49 = 
√7x7 =7                         72 =7x7 = 49√64  = 
√8x8 = 8                        82= 8x8 = 64√81 = 
√9x9 = 9                         92= 9x9 =81for 
example:-9<-√67<-8   because -√81 = -9 and -
√64 = -8 
 
 5<√34<6 ibecause √25 = 5 and √36 
=6  7<√56 because √49 = 7 
 
 Then, lets compare -1.6 and -√67.We have    -√67 < -8 < -1.6  
The number -8 helps us compare.    
  
 Now you can WRITE DOWN the order of the all the negtive number  
which is -9.3 < -√67 < -1.6.Next let us use the same method to sort 
positive numbers. 
 
 Of the positive values remaining, let's first compare √34 and √56 . √34 is 
less than 7 =√49 and √56 is larger than7= √49. Thus √34 is less than √56 
 
  and finally,3.2 is smaller than 5  and √34 is larger than √25 =5.we 
can sort the positive from small to large in the following order3.2 < 
√34 < √56 
 
 let's arrage all the numbers from small to larger.-










1) Assistment #43784 "43784 - Looking for 
Pythagoras Investigation 1 #1"  
 
 
What is the point half way from A to B if 
you "fly by helicopter"? In other words, if 
you drew a straight line from A to B, what 
would be the midpoint?  Each square has 
unit length and width of 1 
 A) (‐0.5, ‐0.5) B) (0.5, ‐0.5) C) (0.5, 0.5) D) (‐0.5, 0.5) 
  
2) Assistment #43815 "43815 - Looking for 




What is the point half way from A to B if 
you " drive a car"? In other words, if you 
drew a straight line from A to B, what 
would be the midpoint? 








Assistment #43784 "43784 - Looking for Pythagoras Investigation 1 #1" 
 What is the point half way from A to B if you "fly by helicopter"? In other 
words, if you drew a straight line from A to B, what would be the 
midpoint? 










 Start by drawing the legs of the triangle formed by the line from A to B. 
The midpoint of AB is at the middle of both the red and blue legs. Find the 
midpoints of the orange and purple leg by counting. 
 
 
Once you have the triangle drawn, and the midpoints of the two legs found, 
you can find the midpoint as shown in the image below. Now you need to 
find the coordinate of the midpoint. 
 
  
 since that point C is in the middle of the first square.the 
horizontal coordinate of c is half the length of 1 which is 
0.5the vertical coordinate of C is half the length of 1   which is 
0.5 
 
 The coordinates of the midpoint is C which is(0.5, 0.5). Choose the (0.5, 




















1) Assistment #43904 "43904 - Looking for 
Pythagoras Investigation 1 #3"  
 
 
Suppose you want to place two points Y 
and T on the graph such that PYTQ is a 
non-rectangular parallelogram. Which of 




2) Assistment #43945 "43945 - Looking for 
Pythagoras Investigation 1 #3"  
 
 
Suppose you want to place two points Y 
and T on the graph such that PYTQ is a 
rectangular parallelogram. Which of 




3) Assistment #43940 "43940 - Looking for 




Suppose you want to place two 
points Y and T on the graph such 
that PYTQ is a rectangular 
parallelogram. Which of these 







Assistment #43904 "43904 - Looking for Pythagoras Investigation 1 #3" 
 Suppose you want to place two points Y and T on the graph such that 
PYTQ is a non-rectangular parallelogram. Which of these possibilities 





 T = (-3, -2) Y = (-3, 2)      T = (-2,-4) Y = (-1,3)      T = (-2, -1) Y = 






 This is a drawing of coordinate T = (-3,-2) Y = (-3,2). Notice that there are 
4 right angles.  That makes this version of PYTH a rectangle. We are 
looking for a non rectangular parallellogram. 
 
 
This is a drawing of option T = (-2,-4) Y =(-1,3) . The lengths of TH and YP 
are not equal. This is not a parallelogram. 
  
 
This is a drawing of option T = (-2, -1) Y = (-2,3) . This is the correct answer 
since the opposite sides are congruent and it does not have right angles. 
 
so T = (-2, -1) Y = (-2,3)  is the two points that satisfy the question. Choose 













2) Assistment #44122 "44122 - 27600 - 







Assistment #44122 "44122 - 27600 - Pythagorean Theorem - Find Hypotenuse Side" 
 









Since this is a right triangle, let's use the Pythagorean Theorem to find 
the length of side c. 
 
 
And the Pythagorean Theorem says, that the square of the hypotenuse of 






the sum of the two other sides 
 
Wrong, there is something else that we have to do before we add the two 
sides. 
 
the sum of the squares of the two other sides. 
 






In the image, the area of the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the area 
of the square of the two other sides. 
 
This means that the Pythagorean Theorem says the square of the 
hypotenuseof a right triangle is equal to the sum of the squares of the two 




Now, we know that the Pythagorean Theorem says the square of the 
hypotenuse 
of a right triangle is equal to the sum of the squares of the two other sides. 













 Remember, the Pythagorean Theorem says that the square of the 
hypotenuseof a right triangle is equal to the sum of the squares of the 
two other sides. 
 
  





 So according to the Pythagorean 
Theorem,            32 + 42 = c2 
 
 32 + 42 = c29 
+ 16 = c2 25 
= c2 
  
 Since c2 = 25,    c must 
be equal to 


























1) Assistment #44672 "44672 - 42055 - 27600 - 







2) Assistment #44672 "44672 - 42055 - 27600 - 
















Assistment #44672 "44672 - 42055 - 27600 - Pythagorean Theorem - Find Leg Side" 
 









Since this is a right triangle, let's use the Pythagorean Theorem to find 
the length of side B. 
 
 
And the Pythagorean Theorem says, that the square of the hypotenuse of 






the sum of the two other sides 
 
Wrong, there is something else that we have to do before we add the two 
sides. 
 
the sum of the squares of the two other sides. 
 





In the image, the area of the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the area 
of the square of the two other sides. 
 
This means that the Pythagorean Theorem says the square of the 
hypotenuseof a right triangle is equal to the sum of the squares of the two 





Now, we know that the Pythagorean Theorem says the square of the 
hypotenuse 
of a right triangle is equal to the sum of the squares of the two other sides. 
Let's try the original problem again. 
 











 Remember, the Pythagorean Theorem says that the square of the 
hypotenuseof a right triangle is equal to the sum of the squares of the 
two other sides. 
 
 We also know that side C is the hypotenuse because it is to the opposite 





 So according to the Pythagorean 
Theorem,             a2 + b2 = c2            B2 + 42 = 
52 
 B2 + 42 = 
52B2  = 25 -
 16So, B2 = 9 
 
 Since B2 = 9,    B must 
be equal to 














  1) Assistment #44272 "44272 - Looking for 
Pythagoras Investigation 4 #1"  
 
  The hypotenuse of a right isosceles triangle is √2 feet. How long is one leg of 
this triangle? 
  
  2) Assistment #44273 "44273 - Looking for 
Pythagoras Investigation 4 #1"  
 
  The hypotenuse of a right isosceles triangle is √8 feet. How long is one leg of 
this triangle? 
 
3) Assistment #44274 "44274 - Looking for 
Pythagoras Investigation 4 #1"  
 
  The hypotenuse of a right isosceles triangle is √18 feet. How long is one leg of 
this triangle? 
 
4) Assistment #44275 "44275 - Looking for 
Pythagoras Investigation 4 #1"  
 
The hypotenuse of a right isosceles 
triangle is √32 feet. How long is one leg 
of this triangle? 
  
 
  5) Assistment #44311 "44311 - Looking for 









Assistment #44272 "44272 - Looking for Pythagoras Investigation 4 #1" 
 The hypotenuse of a right isosceles triangle is √2 feet. How long is one leg 










 Start by drawing a picture of this triangle. 
 
 The triangle you drew should look like this since it is both a right triangle 
and a isoceles triangle. An isoceles triangle has two equal sides. 
 Using the pythagorean theorem, find the length of one leg. 
  
 
We notice that √2 is hypotenus in this triangle!solve for X! 
 
 Solve for x in this 
equation:(√2)² = x² + x² 2 = 2 
* x² 2 / 2 = x²1      =  x2 
 

















1) Assistment #44362 "44362 - Looking for 







2) Assistment #44362 "44362 - Looking for 













Assistment #44362 "44362 - Looking for Pythagoras Investigation 4 #2" 
 
A climber at a park looks like the picture below.  
 
If a kid climbs from A to B to C to D, how far has she climbed? 
 






To find the distance from A to B to C to D, you need to find the length of 
AB, BC, and CD. 
  
 
The length of BC is given to be 7. 
  
You can find the length of AB and CD using the Pythagorean Theorem. 
  
First, you must find the length of the unknown leg. What is the length of the 










 You will notice that ΔABE and ΔDCF are congruent triangles. Thus, we 
know that AE = FD. 
 




Since we already know that AE + EF + FD =15 and EF = 7 and AE = FD. 
We can rewrite the equation as 2xAE +7 =15.Thus, we solve for AE = FD 




Now, you already know the length of the leg is 4 and you can use 
pythagoras theorem to find the length of AB and CD which are labeled in 
blue. 
 












 Use the Pythagorean Theorem  
In our triangle  AE= 4, BE = 3, Now find AB 
  
 
AB2 = AE2 +BE2.    
AB2 = 42 + 32  
 
 





Let's now, go back to the origianl problem. 
A climber at a park looks like the picture below.  
 










 Let's review what we have done so far.Fist we solved the leg of this 
trapzoid which is 4 
 
second we solved the length of AB and CD which is 5 for each of them. 
 
  
Now, in order to find the distance from A to D, we just need to add all the 
distance up. 
 
AB + BC + CD = 5 + 7 + 5 = 17. The distance from A to B to C to D is 17. 














1) Assistment #30179 "30179 - Looking for 
Pythagoras Investigation 2 #4"  
 
 




2) Assistment #42209 "42209 - Looking for 
Pythagoras Investigation 2 #4"  
 














Assistment #42209 "42209 - Looking for Pythagoras Investigation 2 #4" 
 How long is the line segment AB? 
 
 
 Multiple choice: 





 Start by drawing a right triangle with AB as the hypotenus.  Then you can 
use the Pythagorean Theorem to find AB. 
  
 Here is the picture.  Use the pythagorean theorem to find AB.
 
 
 The pythagoean theorem says that 
:AB2 = AC2 + BC2  Also AC =3 and 
BC = 2 
 
 AC2 + CB2 = AB232   
+  22   = AB2 9   +    
4    =  AB2       
13       =   AB2   
 
  
 AB2=13 √AB2=√13AB =√13the length of the side AB 









  1) Assistment #44422 "44422 - 27964 - 8th Grade - Looking for Pythagoras - 
Problem 10"  
 
  What is the first whole number greater 
than √2? 
 
2) Assistment #44423 "44423 - 27964 - 8th 
Grade - Looking for Pythagoras - 
Problem 10"  
 
  What is the first whole number greater 
than √7? 
 
3) Assistment #44425 "44425 - 27964 - 8th 
Grade - Looking for Pythagoras - 
Problem 10"  
 
  What is the first whole number greater 
than √20? 
 
4) Assistment #44465 "44465 - 27964 - 8th 
Grade - Looking for Pythagoras - 
Problem 10"  
 











Assistment #44465 "44465 - 27964 - 8th Grade - Looking for Pythagoras - Problem 
10" 









Let's start by finding some square roots of the perfect square then we can 
go back to solve the original problem. 









Here is the table for some perfect square roots 
√1 =  √1x1 =1                           12 =1x1 = 1 
√4 = √2x2 =2                            22 =2x2 = 4 
√9 = √3x3 = 3                           32 =3x3 = 9 
√16  = √4x4 = 4                        42 =4x4 = 16 
√25  = √5x5 =5                         52 =5x5 = 25 
√36 = √6x6 =6                          62 =6x6 = 36 











let's explore one more square root before going back to the original 
problem. 








Let's start by looking at the table of perfect square root and perfect squares. 
 
  
can you find √36 from the table? 
 





only perfect square root can be whole number. 










Look at the table below. It has already listed all the perfect square roots 



















based on what we have done so far. compare √29 with √25 and √36 from 
the table of perfect square roots. 
 





Now let's go back to the original problem. 








Let's review what we have done so far.first, we have found the table of 
perfect square roots and perfect squares. 
 
Second, we have found √25 =5third, we have found √36 =6 
 Then, we find out that there is no perfect square root between √25 and 
√36.also, only perfect square root can be whole number. 
 
  
 so the first whole number smaller than √29 is √25 which is 






















1) Assistment #44482 "44482 - 42206 - 42082 - 
42080 - 27964 - 8th Grade - Looking for 
Pythagoras - Problem 10(b)"  
 
 
What is the value of the expression 
below? 
  
                   √1 + 1 *2 
 
 
  2) Assistment #44483 "44483 - 42206 - 42082 - 42080 - 27964 - 8th Grade - Looking for 
Pythagoras - Problem 10(b)"  
 
What is the value of the expression 
below? 
  
                   √4 + 2 *3 
 
 
  3) Assistment #44484 "44484 - 42206 - 42082 - 42080 - 27964 - 8th Grade - Looking for 
Pythagoras - Problem 10(b)"  
 
What is the value of the expression 
below? 
  
                   √9 + 10 *8 
 
 
  4) Assistment #44485 "44485 - 42206 - 42082 - 42080 - 27964 - 8th Grade - Looking for 
Pythagoras - Problem 10(b)"  
 
What is the value of the expression 
below? 
  
                   √16 + 5 *1 
 
 
  5) Assistment #44486 "44486 - 42206 - 42082 - 42080 - 27964 - 8th Grade - Looking for 
Pythagoras - Problem 10(b)"  
 
What is the value of the expression 
below? 
  




  6) Assistment #44487 "44487 - 42206 - 42082 - 42080 - 27964 - 8th Grade - Looking for 
Pythagoras - Problem 10(b)"  
 
What is the value of the expression 
below? 
  




7) Assistment #44488 "44488 - 42206 - 42082 - 
42080 - 27964 - 8th Grade - Looking for 
Pythagoras - Problem 10(b)"  
 
What is the value of the expression 
below? 
  
                   √49 + 2 *6 
 
 
  8) Assistment #44489 "44489 - 42206 - 42082 - 42080 - 27964 - 8th Grade - Looking for 
Pythagoras - Problem 10(b)"  
 
What is the value of the expression 
below? 
  
                   √64 + 7 *8 
 
 
  9) Assistment #44514 "44514 - 42083 - 42080 - 27964 - 8th Grade - Looking for Pythagoras - 
Problem 10(b)"  
 
What is the value of the expression 
below? 
  
                   √(22 + 3) *6 




  10) Assistment #44516 "44516 - 42083 - 42080 - 27964 - 8th Grade - Looking for Pythagoras - 
Problem 10(b)"  
  
 
What is the value of the expression 
below? 
  
                   √(42 + 7) *5 




11) Assistment #44519 "44519 - 42083 - 42080 - 
27964 - 8th Grade - Looking for Pythagoras - 
Problem 10(b)"  
 
What is the value of the expression 
below? 
  
                   √(3 + 6) *9 






Assistment #44519 "44519 - 42083 - 42080 - 27964 - 8th Grade - Looking for 
Pythagoras - Problem 10(b)" 
 What is the value of the expression below? 
  
                   √(3 + 6) *9 
Notice: only (3 + 6) is under the square root! 
 
 







We can use order operation to findout the value of the expression 
√(3+6)*9 
 
Let's first evaluate what is inside the "Paranthesis" 
















We can use order of operations to find the value of the expression  
                   √(6 + 3) *9 
                   √9*9 
  
  
Remember the Order of Operations 
     1. Parenthesis 
     2. Exponents (powers, roots, etc) 
     3. Multiplication & Division (from left to right) 
     4. Addition & Subtraction (from left to right) 
 This can be remembered as PEMDAS. 
  
So next let we solve the "Exponents (powers, roots, etc)" 








You can see from the table that √9 is a perfect square root and its value is 3. 




Now Let's return to the Original Problem 








Let's review what we have done so far. 
 So far we have follow the order of operation  done this much of the 
problem. 
√(3 + 6)*9 
  √9 * 9 
  3 * 9 
  















•  This leaves HEC and GIN. Use the grid to compare STR to both HEC and GIN. 
 
Find the smallest sides of each triangle and draw heights to those sides.  Look if you 
can find two triangles with the same ratio.  















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Which triangle below is similar to the triangle 1? (Note: All triangle points are either on the grid lines or in the middle of them)     1  2  3 
     
     4  5  6      Multiple choice: 
  


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Which triangle below is similar to the triangle 1? (Note: All triangle points are either on the grid lines or in the middle of them)     1  2  3 
     
     4  5  6  
  
  










•  Ratio of triangle 4 and 1 heights is 4 : 1 = 4 Ratio of triangle 4 and 1 sides 8 : 2 = 4 Ratio of triangle 4 and 1 smaller part of sides is 2 : 0.5 = 4 This means that triangles 1 and 4 are similar. Select 4.    1  2  3 
     
  




























































































































































































































































































































as  shown  below.  The  box was  3  feet  9 
inches tall. The box fits perfectly height‐
wise  on  one  of  the  shelves  and  each 











as  shown  below.  The  box was  3  feet  8 
inches tall. The box fits perfectly height‐
wise  on  one  of  the  shelves  and  each 












as  shown  below.  The  box was  2  feet  6 
inches tall. The box fits perfectly height‐
wise  on  one  of  the  shelves  and  each 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Assistment #32057 "32057 - 30369 - median table" 
 
  
The coach for the All-Star Basketball Game needs to pick one of the two players for the 
team. 
The table below shows the number of points each of the players scored in their last 11 
games. 
 

















The number seen most often in a set of numbers.      The middle number in a 
set of ordered numbers.     The sum of the numbers divided by the number of 
numbers.      The difference between the largest value and the smallest value in a 
set of numbers.      
   548 
set of ordered numbers.     The sum of the numbers divided by the number of 
numbers.      The difference between the largest value and the smallest value in a 
set of numbers.      
 Hints: 
 •  Median is the same as the middle.  





 Now that we know what the median is,  
Let's try the original problem again. 
The coach for the All-Star Basketball Game needs to pick one of the two players for 
the team. 
The table below shows the number of points each of the players scored in their last 
11 games. 
 










50      
 Hints: 
 
•  First we need to order the list from least to greatest. 
It should look like this, 
7, 14, 23, 27, 37, 50, 60, 66, 74, 93, 102 
 •  Now we need to find the middle number in this list. 
 •  The median(middle) number in the list is 50 




Assistment #32087 "32087 - 30370 - range-table-female" 
 
  
The coach for the volleyball Game needs to pick one of the two players for the team. 
The table below shows the number of points each of the players scored in their last 10 
games. 
 
Name of player Number of points scored on the last ten games  
John 11, 7, 13, 21, 24, 22, 11, 6, 23, 11 
Cristina 24, 20, 12, 8, 8, 2, 23, 23, 15, 16 
 
  








To understand this problem, you must understand what range is. 
Which of the following defines range the best? 
 
Multiple choice: 
The diffrence between the highest value and the lowest value.     The highest 
value in the set.     The lowest value in the set.     The sum of all values in the 
set.      
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value in the set.     The lowest value in the set.     The sum of all values in the 
set.      
 Hints: 






Now that we know the definition of range, Let's try the main problem again. 
  
The coach for the All-Star Basketball Game needs to pick one of the two players for 
the team. 
The table below shows the number of points each of the players scored in their last 
10 games. 
 
Name of player Number of points scored on the last ten games  
John 11, 7, 13, 21, 24, 22, 11, 6, 23, 11 
Cristina 24, 20, 12, 8, 8, 2, 23, 23, 15, 16 
 
  




22      
   552 
22      
 Hints: 
 




•  From this list: 
24,20,12,8,8,2,23,23,15,16 
  
The highest number is 24 and the lowest number is 2. 
Now we have to subtract the lowest number from the highest number. 
 
 
•  24 - 2  = 22 
 
So, the range of Luna's points scored is 22. 




 •  The range is the difference between the highest number and the lowest number. 
 





•  From this list: 
24,20,12,8,8,2,23,23,15,16 
  
The highest number is 23 and the lowest number is 2. 
Now we have to subtract the lowest number from the highest number. 
 
•  23 - 2  = 21 
 
So, the range of Luna's points scored is 21. 




Assistment #32816 "32816 - 30375 - mode-table-fem" 
 
  
The coach for the volleyball Game needs to pick one of the two players for the team. 
The table below shows the number of points each of the players scored in their last 10 
games. 
 
Name of player Number of points scored on the last ten games  
John 16, 11, 20, 13, 24, 15, 13, 6, 25, 13 
Cristina 23, 7, 15, 14, 17, 7, 20, 23, 7, 19 
 
  








To solve this problem, you need to know what mode means. 
Which one of the following definitions describes mode the best? 
 
Multiple choice: 
The highest number in the set.     The middle number in the set.     The 
number with the most occurrences.     The number with the least occurrences.      
   555 





 Now that we know what the definition of mode is, 
Let's try the original problem again. 
  
The coach for the volleyball Game needs to pick one of the two players for the team. 
The table below shows the number of points each of the players scored in their last 
10 games. 
 
Name of player Number of points scored on the last ten games  
John 16, 11, 20, 13, 24, 15, 13, 6, 25, 13 
Cristina 23, 7, 15, 14, 17, 7, 20, 23, 7, 19 
 
  




7      
 Hints: 
 •  Remember the mode is the number that appears most often in a set of numbers. 
 





•  From this list: 
  
 23,7,15,14,17,7,20,23,7,19 
The number that appeared the most in this list is 7, so the mode is 7. 
 





 •  The mode is the number that appears the most. 
 




•  From this list: 
  
 23,7,15,14,17,7,20,23,7,19 
The number that appeared the most in this list is 7, so the mode is 7. 
 




Assistment #32017 "32017 - mean table" 
 
  
The coach for the All-Star Basketball Game needs to pick one of the two players for the 
team. 
The table below shows the number of points each of the players scored in their last 10 
games. 
 

















The number seen most often in a set of numbers.     The middle number in a set 
of ordered numbers.      The sum of the numbers divided by the number of 
numbers.      The difference between the largest value and the smallest value in a 
set of numbers.      
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The number seen most often in a set of numbers.     The middle number in a set 
of ordered numbers.      The sum of the numbers divided by the number of 
numbers.      The difference between the largest value and the smallest value in a 
set of numbers.      
 Hints: 
 •  Mean is the same as an average. 





Since part of finding the mean is finding the sum of all of the numbers 





145      
 Hints: 
 •  First, write out all of the numbers in this plot on a piece of paper. 
 
•  Your list of numbers should look something like this: 
15,10,16,16,20,15,14,2,24,13 
 
•  Now we have to add all the numbers in this list up. 
     15 
     10 
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     16 
     16 
     20 
     15 
     14 
     2 
     24 





 Now that we know the definition of the mean, lets try 
the original problem again. 
The coach for the All-Star Basketball Game needs to pick one of the two players for 
the team. 
The table below shows the number of points each of the players scored in their last 
10 games. 
 





What is the mean (average)number of points scored by Ricky ? 
 
Algebra: 
14.5      
 Hints: 
 
•  Remember, the sum of all the numbers is 145. 
Now find the number of numbers and divide. 
 
•  There are 10 different scores on the chart. 
  
The mean is 145 ÷ 10 = 14.5       
Type in 14.5. 




Assistment #32846 "32846 - 30873 - mean table female" 
 
  
The coach for the All-Star Basketball Game needs to pick one of the two players for the 
team. 
The table below shows the number of points each of the players scored in their last 10 
games. 
 

















The number seen most often in a set of numbers.     The middle number in a set 
of ordered numbers.      The sum of the numbers divided by the number of 
numbers.      The difference between the largest value and the smallest value in a 
set of numbers.      
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The number seen most often in a set of numbers.     The middle number in a set 
of ordered numbers.      The sum of the numbers divided by the number of 
numbers.      The difference between the largest value and the smallest value in a 
set of numbers.      
 Hints: 
 •  Mean is the same as an average. 





Since part of finding the mean is finding the sum of all of the numbers 





154      
 Hints: 
 •  First, write out all of the numbers in this plot on a piece of paper. 
 




•  Now we have to add all the numbers in this list up. 
     16 
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     23 
     7 
     10 
     11 
     7 
     23 
     30 
     13 






Now that we know the definition of the mean, lets try 
the original problem again. 
The coach for the All-Star Basketball Game needs to pick one of the two players for 
the team. 
The table below shows the number of points each of the players scored in their last 
10 games. 
 





What is the mean (average)number of points scored by Carol ? 
 
Algebra: 
15.4      
 Hints: 
 
•  Remember, the sum of all the numbers is 154. 
Now find the number of numbers and divide. 
 
•  There are 10 different scores on the chart. 
  
The mean is 154 ÷ 10 = 15.4       
Type in 15.4. 









Polynomial – Yi Wang 
Assistment #43290 "43290 - Factor the follo..." 
 
Factor the following polynomial: 
 x2 – 10x + 25  
 
Algebra: 
(x-5)(x-5)      
 Hints: 
 
·  Factoring means you want to get the polynomial in this form 
  
(___x  + ___)(____x + ____) 
  
Since x2 - 10x + 25  has no coefficient to x2  you only have to find the values of the 
two blanks. 
  
(x  + ___)(x + ____) 
 
 
·  We have: x2 - 10x + 25 
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Since the product of the last terms must be 25 
  
The last terms could be: 
  
5 and 5 ,  because 5*5=25  
-5 and -5, because -5*-5=25 
25 and 1,  because 25*1 = 25  OR 
 
-25 and -1,  because -25*-1 = 25 
  
So you either have: 
(x  + 5)(x + 5) 
(x  - 5)(x - 5) 
(x  + 25)(x + 1) 
(x  - 25)(x - 1) 
 
 
·  When you multiply you get: 
  
  
(x  + 5)(x + 5) = x2 + 5x + 5x + 25 = x2 + 10x + 25 
(x  - 5)(x - 5) = x2 - 5x - 5x + 25 = x2 - 10x + 25 
   567 
(x  + 25)(x + 1) = x2 + 25x + x + 25 = x2 + 26x + 25 
(x  - 25)(x - 1) = x2 - 25x - x + 25 = x2 - 26x + 25 
 
 
·  This one is correct: 
(x  - 5)(x - 5) = x2 - 5x - 5x + 25 = x2 - 10x + 25 
  
Type (x-5)(x-5) or (x-5)^2 without spaces.                
   568 
Assistment #44726 "44726 - Assistment #43162 - Polynomials Competency" 
 
Factor the following polynomial 
x2 + 38x + 361 
 
Algebra: 
(x+19)2     (x+19)(x+19)      
 Hints: 
 
•  Factoring means you want to get the polynomial in this form 
  
(___x  + ___)(____x + ____) 
  
Since x2  + 38x + 361 has no coefficient to x2 you only have to find the values of the 
two blanks. 
  
(x  + ___)(x + ____) 
 
•   
We have: x2 + 38x + 361 
  
Since the product of the last terms must be 361 
  
The last terms could be: 
  
19 and 19 ,  because 19*19=361 
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-19 and -19, because -19*-19=361 
361 and 1,  because 361*1 = 361  OR 
-361 and -1,  because -361*-1 = 361 
  
So you either have: 
(x  + 19)(x + 19) 
(x  - 19)(x - 19) 
(x  + 361)(x + 1) 
(x  - 361)(x - 1) 
  
 
•    
When you multiply you get: 
  
  
(x  + 19)(x + 19) = x2 + 19x + 19x + 361 = x2 + 38x + 361 
 
 
(x  - 19)(x - 19) = x2 - 19x - 19x + 361 = x2 - 38x + 361 
(x  + 361)(x + 1) = x2 + 361x + x + 361 = x2 + 362x + 361 
(x  - 361)(x - 1) = x2 - 361x - x + 361 = x2 - 362x + 361  
 
•    
This one is correct: 
   570 
(x  + 19)(x + 19) = x2 + 19x + 19x + 361 = x2 + 38x + 361 
  





















Polynomial – Yuan Shi 
Assistment #43021 "43021 - Polynomial Competency Number 5" 
 Multiply and simplify: (2x - y)(4x - 2y) 
  
Use x^2 for x²  and 






8x^2 - 8xy +2y^2 
 
8x² + 2y² 
 







Let's use FOIL to multiply the terms inside the paranthesis in a specific order: First, Outside, 
Inside, Last. 
 















 Remeber First means multiply the first term in each set! 
 
what is 2x * 4x =? 
 

















what is (2x)*(-4y) =?  
  
 




















Rember Inside means multiply the inside terms of (2x -y)(4x -2y) 
 
what is (-y)*(4x) =? 
 



















Remember Last means multiply the last terms of (2x-y)(4x -2y) 
 




Let's get back to the original problem 
Multiply and Simplify (2x-y)(4x-2y) 
  
Use x^2 for x²  and 






8x^2 - 8xy +2y^2 
 
8x² + 2y² 
 






Let's see what we have done so far: 
We use FOIL multiply the terms inside the paranthesis in a specific order:  
First,  2x * 4x = 8x2 
Outside, 2x * (-2y) = -4xy 
Inside, -y * (4x) = -4xy 
   579 
 




















































Polynomial – Ricardo Madera 
Assistment #44578 "44578 - Factor the follow..." 
 
Factor the following equation into 2 binomials by 
grouping: 




(3w+x)(y-m)           
 Hints: 
 









•  The next step is to split the equation into two parts and factor each one. 
  
3wy - 3wm = 3w(y-m) 
xy -xm = x(y-m) 
  
  
Now we put the two equations back together. 
3w(y-m) + x(y-m) 
 
•  Now we need to factor the equation into two binomials. 
  
The equation: 
3w(y-m) + x(y-m) 
  
  
Can be factored to give: 
(3w+x)(y-m)  
Assistment #44796 "44796 - Factor the follow..." 
 





(33a+4x)(y-m)     (33a+4x)(y+m)      (4m+33x)(y-m)      (m+33x)(4y+m)       
 Hints: 
 




Can be written as: 
33ay - 33am + 4xy - 4xm 
  
 
•  The next step is to split the equation into two parts and factor each one. 
33ay - 33am = 33a(y-m) 
4xy - 4xm = 4x(y-m) 
  Now we put the two equations back together. 
33a(y-m) + 4x(y-m) 
 
•  Now we need to factor the equation into two binomials. 
The equation: 
33a(y-m) + 4x(y-m) 
  









Assistment #43231 "43231 - Factoring polynomials" 
 
Factor the following polynomial: 
 






(2x+6)(2x-6)     (2x-
6)(2x+6)      
 Hints: 
 
•  To factor this polynomial, you must use the difference of squares equation. 
                               (a2-b2)= (a-b)(a+b) 
 
•  The reason we use this equation is because both terms are squares. 
What does that mean? 
The equation 4x2-36 has two terms and each one has a square root. 
 
Term a = 4x2   Term b: 36 
So now we take the square root of each term. 
Term a: √4x2 = 2x 
  
Term b: √36 = 6 
 
•  Now, you can just plug those answers into the difference of squares equation. 
a = 2x b= 6 
(a2-b2) = (a-b)(a+b) 
(2x2-62) = (2x-6)(2x+6) 
  
 
•  Enter (2x-6)(2x+6) without any spaces. 
Assistment #44817 "44817 - Factoring polynomials " 
 
Factor the following polynomial: 
 






(2x+5)(2x-5)     (2x-
5)(2x+5)      
 Hints: 
 
•  To factor this polynomial, you must use the difference of squares equation. 
                               a2-b2 = (a-b)(a+b) 
  
 
•  The reason we use this equation is because both terms are squares. 
What does that mean? 
The equation 4x2-25 has two terms and each one has a square root. 
 
Term a = 4x2   Term b: 25 
So now we take the square root of each term. 
Term a: √4x2 = 2x 
Term b: √25 = 5 
 
•  Now, you can just plug those answers into the difference of squares 
equation. 
a = 2x b= 5 
(a2-b2)= (a-b)(a+b) 
(2x2-52) = (2x-5)(2x+5) 
  




Assistment #43232 "43232 - Factoring polynomials (Quadratic Formula)" 
 
A) Solve for the two roots of the following equation, 
(round to the nearest thousandths)  
  
This problem is divided into two parts, you will first be asked for the larger root then 
the smaller root: 
 
        x2+8x+3 = 0 
 
  
What is the larger root of this equation? 
 
Algebra: 
-0.395     x=.395 x=-7.606     x=-0.395 x=-7.606      x=-7.606 x=-0.395      
 Hints: 
 
•  The polynomial does not factor easily so to find the roots of this equation, you 
can use the quadratic formula.  
                 
-b±√(b2-4ac)  
  
        2a 
 
 
•  a, b, and c can be found here: 
  




a = 1    




•  Now, you can just plug those terms into the quadratic formula. 
Term A = 1   Term B = 8 Term C = 3  
-8±√(82-4(1*3)) 








•    





           2*1 
  
-8±√(64-4(1*3)) 
















              2 
 



















•  Now round to the nearest thousandth.  
 
x=-0.395  




B)    x2+8x+3 = 0 
 
  
What is the value of the smaller root:  (round to the nearest thousandths:) 
 
Algebra: 




•  To factor this polynomial, you must use the quadratic formula.                  
-b±√(b2-4ac)  
        2a 
 
 
•  a, b, and c can be found here: 
  




a = 1    
b= 8  
c= 3 
 
•  Now, you can just plug those terms into the quadratic formula. 
Term A = 1   Term B = 8 Term C = 3  
-8±√(82-4(1*3)) 
         2*1 
 
 
•  Now lets solve quadratic formula for the two roots.  





           2*1 
 
-8±√(64-4(1*3)) 
















              2 
 
 




         2 
-15.2111  




•  Now round to the nearest thousandth. 
 
x=-7.606    
  
 
Assistment #43233 "43233 - Polynomials Competency #9A " 
 
Given a rectangle with length = 2x + 3 and width = x + 2, 




6x+10      
 Hints: 
 
•    
The perimiter of a rectangle is the distance around the rectangle.  Add up all the sides. 
  
 •  Perimeter = Length + width + length + width 
 •  Perimeter = 2x+3 + x+2 + 2x+3 + x+2 
 
•    
Perimeter = 4x+6 + 2x+4 
Perimiter =       6x+10 
  
Type in 6x + 10  
  
 
Assistment #44786 "44786 - Polynomials Competency #9A Var" 
 
Given a rectangle with length = 2x+3 and width =16x+7, 




36x+20      
 Hints: 
 
•    
The perimiter of a rectangle is the distance around the rectangle.  Add up all the sides. 
  
 •  Perimeter = Length + width + length + width 
 •  Perimeter = 2x+3 + 16x+7 + 2x+3 + 16x+7 
 
•    
Perimeter = 4x+6 + 32x+14 
Perimiter =       36x+20 
  
Type in 36x + 20  
  
 
Assistment #43235 "43235 - Polynomials Competency #9B(Area)" 
 
Given a rectangle with length = 2x+3 and width = x+2 
Determine the Area. 
 Please write x² in the form x^2. 
 
Algebra: 




To Find the AREA of a rectangle, you need to multiply the length by the width. 
AREA = LENGTH X WIDTH ----> AREA = (2x+3)(x+2) 
Let's use the FOIL method to multiply the terms inside the paranthesis in a 
specific order: First, Outside, Inside, Last. 
What expression you will get when you multiply the first term in each set of the 
parenthesis of (2x+3)(x+2)  
 
Multiple choice: 
2x²     2x     6x²      6x      
 Hints: 
 
•  the first term of (2x +3)(x +2) is 2x and x 
 
Multiply the first terms 
  
 
•    






What expression will you get if you multiply the Outside term in each set of the 
parenthesis of (2x+3)(x+2)  
  
What is the next term?  2x2 + ______ 
 
Multiple choice: 
4x     -4x     4x²      x²      
 Hints: 
 
•  the outside term of (2x +3)(x +2) is 2x and 2 
Multiply the outside terms 





What expression will you get if you multiply the Inside term in each set of the 
parenthesis of (2x+3)(x+2)  
 
Multiple choice: 




•  the inside terms of (2x + 3)(x+2) is 3 and x 
Multiply the inside terms 





What expression will you get if you multiply the Last term in each set of the 
parenthesis of (2x+3)(x+2)  
 
Multiple choice: 
6     3x     6x      -3x      
 Hints: 
 
•  the inside terms of (2x + 3)(x+2) is 3 and 2 
 
Multiply the last terms 




 Let's get back to the original problem 
Given a rectangle with length = 2x + 3 and width = x + 2,  
 






2x^2+7x+6      
 Hints: 
 
•  Let's see what we have done so far: 
We use FOIL multiply the terms inside the paranthesis in a specific order:  
First,  2x * x = 2x2 
Outside, 2x * (2) = 4x 
Inside, 3 * (x) = 3x 
Last, (3) * (2) = 6 
 
•  Let's add the result together 
2x2 + (4x) + (3x) + 6 = 2x2 +7x +6 




Assistment #44806 "44806 - Polynomials Competency #9B(Area)" 
 
Given a rectangle with length = 8x+5 and width = 11x+8 
 
Determine the Area. 
 Please write x² in the form x^2. 
 
Algebra: 




To Find the AREA of a rectangle, you need to multiply the length by the width. 
AREA = LENGTH X WIDTH ----> AREA = (8x+5)(11x+8) 
Let's use the FOIL method to multiply the terms inside the paranthesis in a 
specific order: First, Outside, Inside, Last. 
What expression you will get when you multiply the first term in each set of the 
parenthesis of (8x+5)(11x+8) 
 
Multiple choice: 
88x^2     55x^2     64x²      40x^2      
 Hints: 
 •  the first term of (8x +5)(11x +8) is 8x and 11x 
 
  
Multiply the first terms 
 
•    






What expression will you get if you multiply the Outside term in each set of the 
parenthesis of (8x+5)(11x+%v{widthy)  
  
What is the next term?  88x2 + ______ 
 
Multiple choice: 
64x     -64x     55x      40x      
 Hints: 
 
•  the outside term of (8x +5)(11x +8) is 8x and 8 
Multiply the outside terms 





What expression will you get if you multiply the Inside term in each set of the 
parenthesis of (8x+5)(11x+8)  
 
Multiple choice: 
55x     -55x     64x²      -64x²      
  
55x     -55x     64x²      -64x²      
 Hints: 
 
•  the inside terms of (8x + 5)(11x+8) is 5 and 11x 
Multiply the inside terms 





What expression will you get if you multiply the Last term in each set of the 
parenthesis of (8x+5)(11x+8)  
 
Multiple choice: 
40     40x     55x      -64x      
 Hints: 
 
•  the inside terms of (8x + 5)(11x+8) is 5 and 8 
 
Multiply the last terms 





Let's get back to the original problem 
Given a rectangle with length = 8x + 5 and width = 11x + 8,  
 
  





88x^2+119x+40      
 Hints: 
 
•  Let's see what we have done so far: 
We use FOIL multiply the terms inside the paranthesis in a specific order:  
First,  8x * 11x = 88x2 
Outside, 8x * (8) = 64x 
Inside, 5 * (11x) = 55x 
Last, (5) * (8) = 40 
 
•  Let's add the result together 
88x2 + (64x) + (55x) + 40 = 88x2 +119x +40 
type in 88x^2 + 119x + 40 
  
 
 
 
 
 
